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Fastening the bindings of cross-country skis with cold fingers, a figure slipped away 
from the small log cabin. Drawing in a deep breath, icy night air entered the lungs and 
reinvigorated Long, sure strides took the lone skier off the pine-sheltered island and out 
across Saganaga Lake 's quiet, frozen expanse, while above the aurora borealis danced and 
pulsated with ghostly life across the glimmering sky. Strong legs and arms carried the skier 
quickly afar. Muscles-hardened from years of chopping wood, paddling canoes, tracking 
moose, and snowshoeing through the Minnesota northwoods-worked in fluid harmony with 
one another, with the su"oundings. Six miles slid by. The far edge of the lake appeared. The 
last vestiges of the day 's toil and stress now forgotten under the crystalline stars, the solitary 
figure turned back toward home where her husband and children lay fast asleep. Dinna 
Madsen-mother, hunter, canoeist, wife, woodswoman-once again found strength and 
renewal in the northwoods she called home. 
Rural women's history in the United States has focused primarily on farm women's 
lives, yet many rural women were not engaged in agricultural pursuits. Between 1910 and 
1965, one such group composed of European American and Native American women lived 
in the remote forest and lake country of northern Minnesota and southern Ontario. The 
majority of these women derived their livelihood from the resort industry that flourished in 
the 1920s and 1930s along the Gunflint Trail in the east and around Ely in the west. Most of 
the approximately twenty women studied embraced their northwoods surroundings with 
active participation in outdoor tasks typically associated with men's work and sports e.g., 
chopping wood, building log cabins, fishing, wilderness guiding, trapping, hunting, dog 
sledding, and canoeing. Women participated in these pastimes or tasks for a variety of 
reasons-financial, survival-but also out of interest and enjoyment. While stepping outside 
their era's commonly accepted gender roles through active involvement in outdoor activities, 
they continued to engage in traditionally defined "women's work": cooking, cleaning, and 
child rearing. 
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These women were Native American (Ojibwe) and European American. Ojibwe 
women's presence in this study creates the opportunity to examine not only work roles in 
another culture, but also to compare and contrast their lifeways with those of European 
American women. Just as stereotypes of white women existed, so too did they surround 
Native American women. As Priscilla Buffalohead explained in "Farmers, Warriors, Traders: 
A Fresh Look at Ojibwe Women," stereotypes of Native American women as "burden 
bearers, drudges and virtual slaves to men," have long overshadowed their true lives. 1 
Buffalohead pointed out that Ojibwe women's tasks included field work, food preparation, 
fur-trading, fishing, and canoe construction. This study therefore brings light to the varied 
lives they led along the shores and in the forests of the Boundary Waters. 
The Boundary Waters residents-Native and European American-operated within a 
unique space that shaped their characters and their relationships with one another, as well as 
with the outside world. The geographical focus considered here is the area known as the 
Arrowhead in northeast Minnesota, in addition to the narrow strip of Ontario bordering this 
U.S. lake country. In particular, these women lived in or near what has since become the 
Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness (BWCAW). On 13 February 1909 President 
Theodore Roosevelt established Superior National Forest in Cook and Lake counties with 
over one million acres of forest preserved for public use. President Franklin D. Roosevelt 
added another 1.25 million acres in 1936. The Superior National Forest Roadless Area was 
renamed in 1958 as the Boundary Waters Canoe Area, which attained wilderness status in 
1964 and encompasses a vast expanse of the border country lake system. 2 Most of the women 
in this study lived on lakes situated along the Gunflint Trail or in the general vicinity of the 
town of Ely, though some resided along the border lakes northwest of Ely. 3 While this 
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location did not officially become the Boundary Waters Canoe Area until 1958, the term 
Boundary Waters will be used throughout this study to refer to the region during the entire 
period in question. 
Even after the advent of a few paved roads, the Boundary Waters remained remote. 
Despite the growing availability of automobiles, bush planes, snowmobiles, and motor boats, 
northwoods residents continued to rely on snowshoes, skis, and canoes regardless of weather 
conditions. Most Boundary Waters women used canoes or boats as summer transportation to 
traverse the watery highways, while in winter, snowshoes and dogsleds provided mobility. 
The distance to either Ely or Grand Marais, the nearest towns for the majority, and hectic 
work schedules often prevented these women from visiting town more than a few times a 
year. It was not uncommon, for instance, for a Boundary Waters woman to visit town only 
once or twice during an entire summer. 
Lying above Lake Superior's north shore, the Boundary Waters region is part of the 
southwest end of the Canadian Shield, and as such boasts a varied and ancient geological 
history. Many of the lakes predate glacial activity, and the entire region serves as an 
important watershed for much of the continent. 4 The Boundary Waters experiences short, 
relatively cool summers and long, severe winters. Temperatures in the winter months easily 
plummet to forty-five degrees Fahrenheit below zero, and lower when factoring in wind chill. 
On January 6, 1912, for example, Samuel Plummer noted in his diary that the temperature at 
his homestead near Loman had fallen to fifty-two degrees below zero.5 Annual snowfall 
averages between fifty-five and seventy inches, with an average of 150 days of snow cover 
over twelve inches. The soil, generally rocky and thin throughout most of the area, does not 
support agriculture, though certainly this fact did not dissuade early European settlers from 
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attempting to transfer their agricultural lifestyles to these northwoods. The harsh climate 
dictated that residents be hardy, resourceful, and comparatively self-sufficient.6 
Though frequently referred to and treasured as a wilderness, this area is rich in human 
history. For thousands of years, people made the Boundary Waters their home, learning the 
ways of the forest and depending upon it for their livelihood. As intricate veins pulsing with 
the lifeblood of northern Minnesota and southern Ontario, the vast system of waterways 
coursed with activity. First came the Siouxan moundbuilders, thousands of years hence, then 
the forest Sioux, who were in turn replaced by the Monsoni, the Cree, and the Ojibwe. 
Finally, the French voyageurs, British fur companies, and European settlers arrived in 
successive waves. 7 
All shared one common trait: their reliance on the lakes and forest for survival. While 
various peoples arrived and exited, industries emerged and faded, and international 
boundaries shifted, the forest endured, albeit sometimes stunted. From Jacques de Noyon in 
the 1680s to La Verendrye in 1731, the French plied the waterways and spawned the term 
"voyageurs." After the British conquered Canada in 1760, they came to the Boundary Waters 
to build the foundations for their immense fur industry with the North West Company and 
Hudson's Bay Company. After many years of intense competition, the two joined in 1821 
under the Hudson's Bay Company, and in 1823 John Jacob Astor's American Fur Company 
began establishing posts in the Boundary Waters as well. Yet the area remained sparsely 
populated until the end of the nineteenth century. 8 
More permanent European settlements were established with the introduction of iron 
ore mining and lumbering to the region. Ely, for example, was originally a mining town, 
platted in 1887. Mining required a strong labor force, and these men and their families came 
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from Yugoslavia, Finland, Bulgaria, and Italy. The lumber industry also contributed to the 
need for labor at the tum of the century and generated the impetus behind town building in 
the more remote locations of northern Minnesota. Winton, not far from Ely, was founded in 
190 I as a lumber town. 9 
While the region in question is known for its boundaries, the permeability of those 
confines is unequivocally evident-not only in cultural and international borders, but also in 
the borders between masculine/feminine and the individual/community. The regularity with 
which these boundaries were negotiated and redrawn by residents points to the need for a 
new paradigm in thinking about women's roles. Although most of these women continued to 
perform the gendered expectations of mothers, wives, and helpmates, they also engaged in 
activities usually reserved for, or confined to, men. Northwoods women's expanded work 
roles, in other words, demonstrate how rural women often moved beyond what society 
dictated and what popular literature advocated. 
Historian Glenda Riley claimed that "many analysts accepted the belief that women 
typically remained within their proper place-the home and family." 10 According to the 
doctrine of separate spheres inherited from the nineteenth century, men moved within the 
public sphere of business, politics, and the "outside" world while women held sway over the 
domestic realm "If women stayed in their sphere," Riley pondered, "why did domestic 
proponents devote so many words to cajoling women into doing so?" 11 This is a vexing 
question. Despite an overall loosening of restrictions on women's lives in the 1920s, 
inherited sexual divisions of labor continued to constrain women to domestic chores. Instead 
of attending to professional or personal pursuits, most continued to concentrate on being 
"feminine." 
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A major component of femininity apparently entailed the need for protection. 
"Women required protection," wrote Laura Cornell, dean of Temple University, "and men 
needed to give it."12 This relationship of male protector to the supposedly frail and timid 
female encompassed not only economic support but also interaction with the outdoors. The 
prevailing attitude indicated that women required men's assistance in the "wild" outdoors. 
Yet in reality, Riley stated, many women did not "creep into nature reluctantly, hiding behind 
the backs of men," but rather actively pursued outdoor sports and occupations. 13 
Not only did Boundary Waters women engage in field sports, but so did women in 
other areas as well. An overview of women in other northwoods settings and remote regions 
of the United States reveals their equally enthusiastic engagement in outdoor activities such 
as fishing, hunting, and wilderness guiding. Highlighting women's work in the mountains of 
Idaho and northwest Maine's lake country, the comparison lends texture and breadth to the 
discussion. The centrality of geography as a factor in gender role dynamics thus emerges 
from these examples. 
An investigation of gender requires at least a brief survey of men's roles in the 
northwoods. Following examples reveal that not only did Boundary Waters women 
participate in a wide range of activities, but so too did men. Stereotypes of the strong, steely 
lumberjack or the lone trapper abounded in areas outside northeast Minnesota and southern 
Ontario, yet northwoods men, like women, consistently challenged the boundaries of their 
day's gender roles. In addition to engaging in tasks that were typified as women's work, 
Boundary Waters men displayed personal characteristics that defied the cool, fearless, and 
rugged masculine mold. This unique landscape of gender role flexibility demonstrated 
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through both women's and men's activities therefore prompts an inquiry into the impact of 
spatial boundaries on gender role construction. 
The activities both women and men participated in served not only to broaden their 
experiences, it also provided them with the opportunity to create a sense of close-knit 
community with other northwoods residents. Despite their largely self-sufficient lifestyles, 
Boundary Waters residents depended upon neighbors for social opportunities, assistance with 
daily or seasonal tasks, and survival. This blend of individuality and collectivity mirrored the 
same lack of adherence to strict boundaries or categorizations as witnessed in their gender 
roles. Like their sisters who worked in the fields, northwoods women challenged 
contemporary perceptions that women's work was limited to the domestic sphere. Examining 
these women's lives helps expand historians' understanding of rural women's full range of 
roles during the first half of the twentieth century. 14 
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CHAPTER ONE: OUTDOOR LIFE IN THE NORTHWOODS 
"Let woman then go on-not asking as favour, but claiming as right, the removal of all the 
hindrances to her elevation in the scale of being-let her receive encouragement for the 
proper cultivation of all her powers, so that she may enter profitably into the active business 
of life." 
--Lucretia Mott, 1850 
Life in the Boundary Waters region of northern Minnesota and southern Ontario 
required adaptations for survival. The area's remoteness precluded ease in transporting 
goods, whether building supplies or fresh food, from population centers. Yet the northwoods 
yielded a bountiful array of raw resources for those who were industrious and hardy enough 
to reap them: trees for fuel, lumber, and log cabins; deep, clear waters for fish, ice, and 
transportation; varied wildlife for food, hides, pelts, or viewing and even companionship; and 
the unique appeal of the woods itself that lured vacationers who brought much-needed 
income for resort-owning residents. Despite the absolute necessity of most of these elements 
to survival in the northwoods, the activities associated with their use, procurement, and 
processing provided entertainment as well. Various tasks became hobbies, even careers, for 
numerous people. So while many from outside the area often wondered how residents could 
tolerate living in the woods year-round, the residents themselves-women and men-
appreciated the rich lives they led even though they were filled with hard work. 
Felling trees, chopping wood, and building cabins were vital northwoods tasks 
commonly associated with men's work roles, yet many Boundary Waters women regularly 
participated in them. Keeping a cabin or house adequately heated throughout the winter 
required large quantities of wood, and most northwoods residents had no choice but to fell, 
saw into approximately four-foot lengths, split, haul, and stack this fuel themselves. 15 Stating 
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simply that in the northwoods it was "not unusual for women to do the different chores," 
Peggy Heston learned to chop wood and use a chain saw as part of her seasonal routine after 
she and husband Myrl moved their family to Gunflint Lake in the early l 940s. 16 Alice Brandt 
helped husband Carl build their fledgling resort business' main lodge on Poplar Lake. Before 
arriving to the Gunflint Trail in 1931, Alice grew up on a farm near Stacy, Minnesota. The 
sole daughter, Alice described herself as "a tomboy" and preferred to spend her time 
outdoors with her brothers. Though she quickly pointed out she "was no carpenter," she 
nevertheless peeled and notched logs for the lodge. 17 
In 1913, Petra Boostrom, after living in a temporary tent on the shores of Moon Lake, 
worked with husband Charlie and a whip saw to prepare the lumber necessary to build their 
first cabin. A short month later, though not entirely completed with the cabin, the Boostroms 
moved into their forest abode. 18 Betsy Powell took an even more active part in building. At 
the age of seventeen, Powell moved to the Canadian side of border-straddling Saganaga Lake 
in 1937 to help at her sister Charlotte's resort. Betsy and her husband Frank later operated the 
resort and built summer cabins, first from whole logs they both cut and later from the boards 
they produced with Betsy's sawmill purchased in 1945 with her war bonds. 19 
Also on Saganaga Lake, Virginia (Dinna) Madsen and husband Art constructed the 
buildings for their resort, Camp Sagonto, on Red Pine Island. A Duluth native, Dinna had 
already proven herself a hard worker from the time she was sixteen years old when she 
worked for the Arrowhead Creamery delivering milk, eventually getting her own route 
during World War II. In the summer of 1940, she journeyed up the Gunflint Trail to work for 
Justine Kerfoot at Gunflint Lodge. Dinna immediately fell under the northwoods' spell and 
loathed the thought of returning to Duluth in the autumn, so to stay in the area she helped 
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work on eight different ice-harvesting jobs around Gunflint Lake. The following summer, she 
worked as bull cook at a logging camp between Loon Lake and Gunflint Lake. 20 
On November 2, 1946, the Boundary Waters became Dinna's permanent home when 
she married former-Quetico Park ranger, Art Madsen. She spent much of her honeymoon 
sawing and splitting wood. The couple cleared fallen trees blown over in a windstorm, and 
started building cabins. For the cabins, they cut trees from an area approximately one mile 
from their island home, rolled the logs down a hill where they loaded them onto a boat, and 
finally took them back to Red Pine Island. After peeling and preparing the logs, they 
gradually constructed the walls, using boards on which to roll the logs up as the walls 
increased in height. Dinna spent much of her time splitting wood, which she ever afterward 
considered the most noble of pastimes. 21 
Winnifred McClenaghan Caul started building a log cabin with her family in the 
winter of 193 7 when she was twenty. After learning how to use a cross-cut saw, she and her 
father cut down many balsam trees and chopped off the limbs with an axe. Winnifred, her 
mother, and her brother dragged the logs three at a time with a pony to their homesite. She 
also helped her father lay the foundation for the cabin, commenting that she was "a very 
strong gal in those days, always snowshoeing, chopping wood and getting good fresh air. "22 
Another Boundary Waters woman, Justine Kerfoot, helped with some of the building 
at Gunflint Lodge, a resort she operated with her mother on Gunflint Lake. At the time her 
mother purchased the resort in 1927, Justine had completed her junior year at Northwestern 
University. She planned to attend graduate school to study parasitology and then continue on 
to medical school. After the stock market crash in 1929 forced the sale of her parents' homes 
in Illinois, however, her family had no choice but to make Gunflint Lake their year-round 
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home. With no money for college, Justine followed. Her mother tended to most of the indoor 
tasks involved in the resort's operation, while Justine literally kept things afloat outdoors by 
"keeping the canoes, boats, and all equipment in repair."23 
Upon marrying in 1934, Justine and Bill Kerfoot decided to build their own log cabin. 
Practicing first by constructing a small log guest cabin according to the instructions from a 
book ( which Justine "kept well hidden to avoid being kidded by the occasional trapper 
stopping in to inspect [their] progress"), the newlyweds worked together to cut, limb, peel, 
notch, and position the logs.24 Bill erected the south wall while Justine worked on the north 
wall. Justine also built, by herself, the stone fireplace in their cabin. In addition, when the 
time arrived a few years later to modernize the resort, she planned, installed, and maintained 
the entire plumbing system. By ordering the system-blueprints, pipes, and tools-through 
Montgomery Wards, Justine taught herself how to install everything. She received little 
assistance from Bill, who "had claustrophobia about crawling under a cabin."25 
The main lodge, Justine and Bill's cabin, and the guest cabins all featured airtight 
stoves for heating, and "they were all hungry for wood."26 Justine and Bill therefore 
frequently found themselves sawing and chopping to meet the resort's fuel needs. Although 
the "ideal in heating with wood is to cut and stack it a year" in advance, Justine 
acknowledged they "seldom reached that goal. "27 Once the felled trees were cut into eight-
foot pieces, both Bill and Justine cut it into stove lengths with the stationary saw they owned. 
The couple then split these pieces and stacked them outside the numerous cabins and main 
lodge. 28 
In June of 1954, after a fire destroyed the main lodge, Justine again demonstrated her 
willingness to perform hard work by constructing all the chairs and tables for the lodge and 
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dining room. Wanting to utilize native woods, as did the individual who constructed the 
furniture for Justine's mother in the original lodge, Justine acquired red birch three to four 
inches in diameter for the chairs. With the assistance of a young woman from New England, 
Eleanor Matsis (Mat), who started working for the Kerfoots in 1952 and remained full-time 
for the next ten years, the seats and tabletops were "sanded, buffed, and varnished" nine 
times before being placed on the chairs and tables, finishing the assembly. 29 
One aspect of building that Justine admitted she could never master was rock 
splitting. Once the new main lodge was mostly finished and in need of stone fireplaces, 
Justine consulted fellow Trail resident, experienced builder, and friend, Charlie Boostrom, 
for advice. Charlie promised he would help erect the granite fireplace Justine wanted in the 
dining room if she gathered the necessary rocks. He then showed her how to split the granite. 
Setting out with a heavy maul borrowed from Charlie and a truck driven by Mat, Justine 
traveled along the road near their lodge looking for the appropriate type of granite to split. 
"With a success rate of one dozen rocks split in a two-mile stretch," however, Justine again 
called upon Charlie for succor. 30 He agreed to split the granite if she and Mat would collect 
enough large rocks to complete the fireplace. After pushing the large rocks onto the truck 
with the aid of two wooden planks, Justine and Mat summoned Charlie. Justine and Mat's 
work did not cease, however, as they "mixed cement, dumped it in a wheelbarrow, and 
shoved it to Charlie's side, followed immediately by a load of rocks. Sandwiched between 
these jobs we started a new batch of cement ... And who ever heard of a coffee break?"31 
Perhaps the most precocious builder in the Boundary Waters was Betty Powell 
Skoog, a woman of Ojibwe descent, who at the age of twelve constructed a log cabin on the 
shores of Lake Saganagons with her nine-year-old sister, Janette. The girls wanted a place to 
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play their musical instruments without disturbing their mother and grandparents in the log 
cabin they all shared. Using an ax, cross cut saw, and draw knife, the two chopped, hauled, 
peeled, notched, and placed the logs for the approximately sixteen by twenty foot cabin. 
Betty and Janette completed the building with only minimal assistance from their mother or 
grandparents. 32 
Just as procuring firewood and building shelter were an essential part of life in 
northern Minnesota's lake country, so too was fishing. Many Boundary Waters women 
fished either for subsistence or to supplement their income. Available species included 
walleye, northern pike, red horse, lake trout, sturgeon, whitefish, and trout. In the autumn of 
her sixteenth year, Winnifred McClenaghan Caul helped her father net whitefish which they 
then smoked and froze for the family's use throughout the winter.33 Using large nets, 
Dorothy Molter also caught spawning whitefish during the month of October in the 1930s 
and 1940s. Some of this fish she brined and smoked, while some she salted and dried.34 
Wall eye were a favorite for many residents and their resort guests as well. 
The region's bounteous lakes afforded fish not only for residents' sustenance, but also 
for the enjoyment of an ever-increasing number of guests visiting the northwoods fishing 
resorts. As a method of increasing resort revenue and expanding the services available to 
guests, many resort owners offered guiding to their customers. Guides took visitors to 
various locations on the lakes in search of productive fishing spots. Almost all the guides 
were male, but a few Boundary Waters women utilized their fishing skills for economic gain 
and hired out as guides as well. Winnifred McClenaghan Caul was a teenager in 1930 when 
she started guiding at her father's new fishing resort, McClenaghan's Camp on Lac La 
Croix.35 Somewhat later, in the summer of 1938, eighteen-year-old Betsy Powell started 
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guiding fishermen for five dollars per day. 36 An even younger fourteen-year-old Marie 
Sarkipato Ericson began guiding for Bumtside Lodge near Ely in the 1930s.37 
Initially, these young women encountered raised eyebrows from their mostly-male 
clients. Fellow guide, Frank Toutloff, needed to explain to skeptical anglers-many of them 
professional men from the Twin Cities-that petite Marie could maneuver a canoe and locate 
fish as well as he could. 38 Frank and his brother, Andrew, as well as Marie's two older 
brothers, August and Otto, had certainly tested Marie's strength and patience on many 
occasions as they grew up together. After winning two first-place medals for the breast stroke 
in the 193 5 State swimming finals, Marie's brothers casually dismissed her accomplishment 
by saying, "you were just swimming against girls."39 Frank or Andrew frequently took Marie 
along when guiding, then connived to get her to carry the canoe over portages, pleading, 
"Oh, my back's bothering me, you carry the canoe."40 Even after Marie graduated from high 
school, married, purchased her own resort where she continued to guide, became somewhat 
well-known as Ely's "Girl Guide," appeared in short films and sports shows across the 
Midwest, and rode in Minnesota Governor Harold Stassen's limousine, her brothers and their 
friends dryly told her, "You don't impress guys you've been swimming in the nothing 
with. "41 While she would always battle for respect from her brothers and their friends, Marie 
apparently had no trouble winning the admiration of the guests she guided. One angler, a 
doctor from Minneapolis, requested that Marie sit at his table for dinner after a day of 
guiding.42 
Another Boundary Waters woman, Tempest Powell Benson, mother of Betty Skoog 
and daughter of Mary Ottertail, an Ojibwe woman, also had to overcome anglers' initial 
apprehensions of a female guide. Tempest guided :fishermen for End-of-the-Trail Lodge on 
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Saganaga Lake for much of her life. The vast majority of her clients were also men-usually 
from outside the Arrowhead region-and few failed to hide their shock at the prospect of a 
female guide. Tempest explained that many of the men "were so scared of me, they wouldn't 
go with me."43 Much of their fear, apparently, lay in worrying over what might befall them 
should the motor break down while being operated by a woman. Tempest confidently stated 
that she "could fix a motor like nothing in them days."44 She always carried a tarp with her, 
and if the motor quit, she disassembled it and set out all the parts on the canvas before 
putting it back together.45 Not only could she fix boat motors, Tempest could also find the 
fish that resort guests were so eager to hook into. One summer Tempest and husband-to-be 
Irv Benson made a bet with one another as to who could catch the largest fish; Tempest won 
with a sixteen-pound lake trout.46 Boundary Waters women's guiding expertise almost 
always won over hesitant anglers, and often they were hired again for subsequent days. 
F amity fishing vacations provided some Boundary Waters women with their 
introduction to the Minnesota northwoods. Myrl Heston regularly fished in Canada with 
friends, and one year in the 1940s he took his wife Peggy instead. Peggy was elated to catch 
a fifteen-pound northern. On their drive back home to Chicago along the Gunflint Trail and 
Lake Superior's North Shore, Peggy commented that Grand Marais was a nice little town and 
she would like to live in the area someday. Myrl fulfilled her wish by purchasing property on 
Gunflint Lake shortly thereafter.47 In the western section of the Boundary Waters, John 
Nelson introduced his new bride to his northwoods home near the town of Buyck when the 
couple honeymooned there in 1914. Millie Nelson enjoyed the area so much they returned 
each year to canoe, finally buying in a resort on nearby Crane Lake in 193 0. 48 That same 
year, Dorothy Molter discovered the alluring beauty of the Boundary Waters on a family 
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fishing trip to Bill Berglund's Knife Lake resort.49 Like Peggy and Millie, Dorothy chose to 
make the northwoods her permanent home. 
In addition to the plentiful fishing, the Boundary Waters offered abundant wildlife for 
trapping and hunting. Though mention of trapping conjures images of voyageurs, women 
also actively pursued these tasks. In the western portion of the Boundary Waters in the Rainy 
Lake-International Falls area, historian Hiram Drache noted, "Many women were good shots, 
had their own trap lines, and often hunted for the evening meal."50 Both Laura Pelland and 
her husband, who lived approximately ten miles west of International Falls on the Little Fork 
River, "were good shots with a .22 rifle and killed ducks, partridges, rabbits, and other 
animals whenever necessary, but never needlessly."51 
Hunting and trapping provided not only food for these families, but also welcome 
income. About ten miles south of Crane Lake, near the town of Buyck, "Mrs. Malkor Finstad 
and children earned most of their cash income from trapping mink, weasel, and muskrat. "52 
Around 1910, trappers received fifty cents for weasels and muskrats and four dollars for 
mink. Mrs. Hafdahl trapped a timber wolf, which at that time brought a bounty price of seven 
and one-half dollars. The bounty later increased to fifteen dollars as livestock became more 
common in this western Boundary Waters region. 53 
Women in the eastern portion of the Boundary Waters also hunted and trapped for 
both income or sport. Alice Brandt learned to trap from her neighbor, Clara Dewar, from 
nearby Loon Lake. Alice in tum taught her young son, Carl, and trapping eventually became 
one of Alice's favorite pastimes.54 Justine Kerfoot's Ojibwe neighbor and friend, Awbutch 
(Butchie) Plummer, gained her trapping skills from her mother, Netowance Plummer. 
Butchie worked at Gunflint Lodge, and accompanied by her mother ran her trapline in late 
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autumn and winter. Butchie acquired her own trapping territory and maintained a trapping 
shack on nearby Granite Lake in which she spent evenings while out checking traps. 
Trapping mostly beaver, Butchie used the carcasses for food, as the saddles, livers, and even 
tails all provided palatable sustenance. 55 At the beaver dens, Butchie "fastened a fresh piece 
of poplar and a trap to a sturdy but dead pole. She slipped this set under the ice near the 
beaver's runway."56 The traps were checked every other day. When she caught a beaver, she 
"rough-skinned" it at the location where she trapped it, then back at the trapping shack she 
removed all the fat from the hide. Back home on Gunflint Lake, Butchie stretched and dried 
the hides on ash hoops. Upon completion, the pelts were shipped to a clearing house for 
sale.57 
Though she did not trap, Petra Boostrom assisted her husband, Charlie, preparing the 
furs and skins he acquired on his trapline and hunting excursions. Petra helped ready the fur 
stretchers which held fox, wolf, mink, fisher, and beaver pelts. Whereas the fox and wolf furs 
were turned inside out to dry on the stretchers, beaver pelts were sewn onto a hoop in order 
to gradually pull them into the circular shape fur buyers desired. Deer and moose hides 
required tanning before they could be made into garments and moccasins, and Petra was 
involved in this process, learned from her Ojibwe neighbors. The following describes the 
procedure in general: "First the hide was scraped clean and soaked in water with the brains of 
the animal for four days. It was then wrung out by putting it around a stump and working it 
like a tourniquet. It was worked dry by stretching it with the hands."58 After tanning the deer 
hides, Petra fashioned them into mittens, moccasins, and jackets. She also tanned moose 
hides to be used for snowshoe lacings and sturdy moccasins. Since they were tougher than 
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deerskin, moose hides were "sewn in a frame and worked dry with a paddle-a process 
which took about ten hours. "59 
Winnifred McClenaghan Caul trapped beaver with her father and as a young girl 
learned how to skin them and cook the meat. In addition to trapping, she also learned how to 
shoot a gun from both her father and mother-her mother was a "crack shot"-and she used 
a .22 rifle for hunting partridge and rabbits near their Lac La Croix home. 60 Dorothy Molter, 
like Winnifred, was no stranger to a gun. She won several shooting championships in high 
school, and had deadly aim with a rifle. When she first moved to Knife Lake in 1934, she 
helped procure the meat necessary to survive the long, harsh northern Minnesota winters. 
Dorothy shot numerous deer, ducks, and grouse before later losing interest in hunting.61 
Unlike either Winnifred or Dorothy, Dinna Madsen's childhood experiences did not 
include handling guns or hunting. She learned these skills from her husband, Art. Dinna was 
a quick study and from then on looked forward to hunting season with an excited eagerness. 
To her, moose hunting "was the best recreation."62 She simply could not wait for autumn to 
arrive so she and Art could moose hunt on the Canadian side of the border on Mowe Lake. 
They took their time tracking the moose and camped overnight. Art used a birchbark horn 
with which to call the moose. Dinna greatly admired these massive creatures of the woods 
and lakes. On the Gunflint Trail, she once witnessed the rare sight of four bull moose fighting 
in the middle of the road. Dinna shot, but with only a camera from a very respectful (i.e., 
safe) distance. 63 
Dinna also hunted deer. She especially favored the taste of venison, which she 
claimed she could eat "three times a day."64 Eve Blankenburg from Seagull Lake sometimes 
accompanied Dinna on deer hunts with their husbands and other local residents. On one 
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particular occasion, Eve, Dinna, and neighbor Benny Ambrose tramped through the woods to 
drive the deer toward the spot where Art Madsen, Russell Blankenburg, and others were 
waiting to shoot. When Dinna and company arrived, the "so-called hunters ( with a question 
mark)" were casually standing around the campfire chatting without the slightest indication 
of watching for emerging deer, and Russell Blankenburg was fast asleep leaning against a 
tree.65 Interest in hunting obviously waxed and waned, regardless of the sex of the individual 
holding the gun. 66 
By contrast, Mary Ottertail Powell (her Ojibwe name was Aquayweasheik) hunted 
her entire life with a true passion and expertise. Her Ojibwe ancestors had lived in the 
Boundary Waters for many generations, but her people disowned her after she married a 
white man of Irish and English descent in 1901. Mary and Jack Powell built their homestead 
at the east end of Lake Saganagons. Mary supplied much of the food, especially after their 
young children were grown. Jack admitted Mary was the better hunter, and she regularly shot 
moose, bear, and other game with the .30 - .30 Jack presented her as a wedding gift. Instead 
of hunting or trapping regularly, Jack frequently served as camp cook for Mary and daughter 
Tempest's northwoods excursions. 67 
Tempest, born in 1915, followed in Mary's footsteps by living much of her life 
outdoors; she started trapping at a young age and continued to do so as an elderly woman. 
Beginning with weasels and squirrels, she later added beaver, mink, fox, otter, fisher, and 
lynx to her fur harvests in the two hundred square miles of Ontario northwoods for which she 
acquired trapping rights. 68 Trapping required hard work. Tempest spent her autumns 
preparing the four small trapping cabins that rested approximately twenty miles apart on the 
trails over which she traveled in winter. The cabins, simple log structures, typically contained 
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two beds, an air-tight stove, and a table. The spaces between the logs were refilled with moss 
each year, and a three- or four-nights' supply of firewood was stacked in each cabin. 
Tempest and her father periodically replaced the birch bark roofs. 69 Trappers stashed food, 
snowshoes, traps, an axe, and other supplies were left in the cabins throughout the winter. 
The scope of these Ojibwe women's outdoor tasks brings a clearer understanding to 
the stereotypes Priscilla Buffalohead discussed and add credence to her assertion that Ojibwe 
women enjoyed a variety of tasks. Ruth Landes' ethnological study from the late 1930s 
echoes Buffalohead's position. Her research explained Ojibwe gender differences and how 
men were taught to conform to specific roles far more rigidly than women. This relative 
absence of strict boundaries for women's roles presented opportunities to adopt traditionally 
masculine activities without the reproach of the community. Such structure did not preclude 
traditional gender roles, as all girls learned "prescriptively feminine work. "70 Yet, as Landes 
explains, "great variations in behavior among [Ojibwe] women" existed.71 
Varied functions for Ojibwe women enjoyed a long tradition extending back at least 
to the fur-trade era. Women factored into the fur trade economy through their own trapping 
and fur dressing, as well as by canoeing and guiding for others. In 1815, for example, 
Northwest Company employee George Nelson, stationed north of Lake Superior, gave thanks 
to his Ojibwe wife after she saved the outpost from starvation by snaring game. In three 
weeks, she procured fifty-eight hares and thirty-four partridges.72 Women's experiences 
dressing furs also proved invaluable to early Hudson's Bay Company employees. Likewise, 
their expertise in constructing and handling canoes ensured their active involvement in the 
fur trade. As they looked to Indian women for help processing furs, Hudson's Bay Company 
men also asked for Ojibwe women's assistance paddling canoes. In 1779, for example, 
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officer John Thomas wrote of meeting another Hudson's Bay party in which three Indian 
women steered the canoes from the stern position. 73 Ojibwe society-contrary to 
contemporary popular Euroamerican belief-offered a broad choice of activities and roles for 
women. 
In a similar vein, Beatrice Medicine described gender role options m "'Warrior 
Women' -Sex Role Alternatives for Plains Indian Women." Her research on women adopting 
warrior roles made the point that looking beyond generalizations into the behavior of 
individuals reveals the wide range of behaviors of both men and women. Medicine 
characterized the activities of warrior women "not as a form of deviant and idiosyncratic 
behavior, but as a healthy and self-actualized role."74 As did the Ojibwe of the Minnesota-
Ontario northwoods, many Plains warrior women "combined achievements in masculine 
occupations with traditional female roles."75 Medicine aptly lamented that "the rich 
complexity of female gender roles and the variety of relations between women and men has 
[sic] been largely obscured."76 
Regardless of cultural background, northwoods women's attitudes toward hunting 
and trapping ranged across an entire spectrum from apathy to keen interest. Tempest's 
daughter Betty Skoog started trapping when she was about twelve-the same age when she 
and Janette built their cabin-though grandmother Mary taught her to snare rabbits at age 
five or six. Betty, however, did not inherit her grandmother's and mother's passions for 
hunting and trapping: "I grew up not a very good trapper. I trapped because I had to. It was a 
case of survival."77 Winnifred McClenaghan Caul expressed a mixed sentiment of delight 
and regret when reflecting on snaring snowshoe rabbits in the winter: "My mother and I had 
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a trap line. We set snares and caught as many as ten a day, the poor things-but they sure 
were good eating."78 
Justine Kerfoot likewise exhibited this shifting in attitudes toward hunting. In the 
autumn of 1928, before she moved permanently to the Gunflint, her mother arranged for her 
to go moose hunting with seasoned guide, Art Smith. Justine shot a bull moose on the first 
day and insisted she help with dressing it and lugging it out of the woods so she could display 
the massive mounted head back at the lodge. This she did, albeit with some difficulty, but as 
an older woman reflected on her action with a sense of regret. She felt, "the recognition that 
we looked for from the public and the displaying of a mounted head on a wall were but 
moments of ego satisfaction. The head would have been much more beautiful if it were still 
attached to a live moose going through the country where it belonged."79 
Yet Justine continued to hunt for a number of years following her moose hunt. She 
realized guiding deerhunters would generate considerable income for the resort's. These 
hunters, however, were not expecting someone such as Justine as their guide. Writer Florence 
Page Jaques, who visited Gunflint Lodge in the early 1940s with her artist husband, Lee 
Jaques, provided a good description of Justine: "she looks like a seventeen-year-old boy, so 
much so that men are always mistaking her for Bill's son and acting accordingly, ... she 
wears boy's shirts and pants, has a boy's love ( and more knowledge than most men have) for 
motors and machinery, and a skill at profanity which a mere lad would find it difficult to 
match."80 Justine once guided a group of male deer hunters when she was eight months 
pregnant. Poor weather delayed the group's return, and upon their arrival back at the lodge 
Justine's mother bombarded them with stem words, demanding to know why they kept a 
pregnant woman outdoors so long. Not only was the party unaware of Justine's pregnancy, 
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they had no idea she was even a woman. 81 Hunters from outside the Boundary Waters were 
obviously dumbfounded at women's presence in the back country. 
Women hunters failed to fluster Boundary Waters men, however. Wives, daughters, 
and female friends commonly hunted either with men of the area or by themselves. Not all 
the women hunted, yet neither did all the men. Peggy and Myrl Heston, for example, 
preferred not to hunt. Myrl only once shot a deer, but afterwards said he simply did not have 
the heart to hunt what he considered such fine creatures.82 Neither writer Helen Hoover nor 
artist Adrian Hoover hunted during the many years they lived on the shores of Gunflint 
Lake.83 
Even if Boundary Waters residents hunted, they often held great admiration for most 
woodland creatures. Charlie Boostrom' s many years of hunting and trapping did not, for 
instance, prevent him from also exhibiting compassionate feelings toward animals. Charlie 
fed deer during the severe northern winters so they would not starve. He even stood guard 
over the fawns to make sure they ate some of the hay he had put out for them when the 
mature deer tried to prevent them from eating. 84 
Like Boostrom, Bill Kerfoot also displayed an affection for animals despite engaging 
in hunting and trapping. Two separate incidents illustrate Kerfoot' s tenderness toward a 
particular pair of the forest's white-tailed deer. The first involved a small fawn brought to the 
Kerfoots by a neighbor. As the fawn needed regular feedings and warm shelter, Justine and 
Bill brought it into their cabin where they constructed a small, covered area in one corner for 
it to sleep in. Many mornings before dawn, the young white-tail, dubbed Teddy, conveyed 
her hunger and Bill arose, if somewhat unwillingly in the early hour, to heat a bottle of milk 
in the lodge and feed her. 85 
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The Kerfoots received another fawn in the winter of 193 8 from a forester who found 
her in the woods, almost lifeless. Bill and Justine tried to entice the fawn with warm milk, 
oatmeal, birch shoots, and any other food that might possibly interest a deer, but the small 
deer could not muster sufficient enthusiasm for whatever they offered her. Justine 
remembered the bearded moss she once spied a deer eating. Bill gathered the moss, and to 
their relief, the fawn ate this. Indicating his desire to nurse the creature of the forest back to 
health, over the next "week or ten days Bill spent a couple of hours each morning 
snowshoeing from birch tree [ upon which the moss grew] to birch tree. At each stop he 
plucked an infinitesimal clump of bearded moss off a branch and dropped it into his paper 
sack."86 Toots, as they named the fawn, regained her strength and stayed in the Kerfoot cabin 
until spring arrived. 
Perhaps no other man of the Boundary Waters enjoyed such a deep-rooted 
relationship with animals and nature in general as John Linklater. Born of Scottish and Cree 
ancestry, Linklater trapped and guided before becoming a game warden in Superior National 
Forest. One fellow game warden recalled that John would "talk to a moose or a chipmunk 
like it was a personal friend. He would stop and put his hand on a tree and tell it how 
beautiful it was, as if he thought it could hear him. But the way he would stoop down and put 
a little wild flower under his hand and smile at it .... "87 As Sister Noemi Weygant added in 
her biography of John Linklater, however, "John was no sentimentalist when it came to 
killing a creature of the wilds if it was to obtain necessary food for the body. "88 He stated to 
his friend, author Darragh Aldrich: "I love them very much. But when we must choose 
between their lives or ours ... When I eat a young buck he brings me what he has-youth and 
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strength and quickness. "89 So while Linklater thought of the forest and the animals as a vital 
part of his life, he also realized that his life depended upon theirs. 
Conservationist Sigurd Olson was a good friend of John's (he called him Jack) and 
also recognized his deep connection with nature. In his book, Listening Point, Olson said of 
Linklater, "You had only to see him once to know that here was no summertime woodsman. 
About him was an unmistakable sense of belonging to the bush."90 Awareness of the natural 
world seemed so strong, so acute, that he even claimed to hear voices of spirits and music in 
the wind of the trees. A fellow game warden explained that, "When he went on like that ... we 
didn't think he was crazy, but you could hardly have expected us to take him seriously."91 
Yet Sigurd Olson did. 
Olson accompanied John in the woods many times and noted that "once in a stand of 
quaking aspen in a high place when the air was full of their whispering, he dropped his pack 
and stood there, a strange and happy light in his eyes. Another time, during the harvesting of 
wild rice ... he called me to him, for he felt that somehow I must hear the music too."92 Olson 
continued: "That time he insisted that he could hear the sound of women's and children's 
voices and the high quaver of an Indian song .... Now that the years have passed and Jack has 
gone to the Happy Hunting Grounds, I believe he actually heard something .... "93 Admitting 
he too once thought he heard the sounds reminiscent of travelers portaging over a trail that 
had been used for centuries, Olson asked himself whether the faint noises were "wilderness 
music? Imagination? I may never know, but this much I do know from traveling with Jack: 
he actually heard something, and those who have lived close to nature all of their lives are 
sensitive to many things lost to those in the cities. "94 
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Betty Skoog would concur with Sigurd Olson's statement. She spoke of her 
grandfather being "psychic" and how he had lived in a close connection with nature that 
allowed him to not only "read" the future from the woods, water, and wildlife, but also to 
know of other people's actions. Betty added that she and her two sisters each possessed this 
ability.95 
This bond with nature, the identification with all that is wild, clearly did not reside, as 
many sources and tradition may lead us to believe, in women alone. That women are aligned 
with nature and men with culture stands as yet another dichotomous fallacy sorely in need of 
rethinking. Numerous men in the northwoods embraced nature. Louise Dickinson Rich said 
that her husband, Ralph, was "often hardboiled in his attitude toward his own kind, but when 
it comes to animals, he's just a bowl of custard."96 Betty Skoog commented that both her 
grandfather and grandmother ''watched the wolf and the eagle," to learn from them and that 
the "animals were like their friend and their relatives. "97 
For the most part, Boundary Waters residents made their homes alongside the bears, 
moose, wolves, and other animals that carried out their lives in the forest. Theirs was 
therefore no urban landscape, but rather one largely untouched by human road making. The 
remoteness and denseness of the forests, as well as the prevalence of lakes, necessitated 
alternative modes of travel. Traditional methods of transportation included dog teams, canoe, 
and snowshoes. Saganaga Lake resident and resort owner Betsy Powell, for example, could 
reach the nearest road, the Gunflint Trail, only via a twelve-mile boat ride across the lake 
from her property. Her neighbors, Art and Dinna Madsen, lived on an island in Saganaga that 
required a six-mile journey across the water to reach the head of the Gunflint. A sixty-mile 
drive from the trailhead finally brought them to the nearest town, Grand Marais. Winnifred 
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McClenaghan Caul lived with her family on their four-acre plot along the shores of Lac La 
Croix; their location was so remote they made a thirty-five mile trip by boat to Crane Lake 
just to collect their mail. 98 
Many of the early Boundary Waters residents learned to navigate the northwoods in 
winter by dog team, and they passed this skill onto those coming to the area in the 1930s and 
1940s. Justine Kerfoot noted that "many trappers and Indian families along the border had 
dog teams." Her own start was somewhat by accident. A husky belonging to a trapper living 
across the lake discovered Justine's Norwegian Elkhound, and before long the Elkhound 
produced a litter of puppies. From this and successive litters, Justine began building a team 
from the abundance of puppies. 99 Admitting the dogs were a big challenge, Justine spent 
many hours training and feeding the dogs and checking their harness. She fed them a mixture 
of corn meal and either meat or fish, which she typically purchased from Lake Superior 
fishermen. She also utilized garbage from the CCC camps while they still existed. 100 
Betty Powell Skoog mushed dogs as a girl and young woman, especially when she 
and her sister Janette checked their trapline. The sisters kept their own three dogs, and their 
mother, Tempest, also kept a team. The dogs were well-trained and remembered the location 
of each trapping cabin along the trapline; upon reaching a cabin, they simply lay down and 
waited until the trap was reset before moving on to the next trap location. While her dog team 
may not have made the difference between survival and starvation for Justine Kerfoot, the 
dogs certainly played a central role for the Powell family. Betty commented that "the dogs 
were surely our survival. I don't know what we would have done without them." 101 
The advantages of dogsledding as transportation continued even after the advent of 
the widely-adopted snowmobile (earlier called a snowmachine). One Boundary Waters 
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resident noted as late as 1961, "though we have a gasoline-powered snow toboggan that can 
take us farther during the course of a day than the dog team, the dogs still remain the best 
form of transportation when it comes to travel on most parts of the trapline." 102 The dog team 
did not require any sort of established trail, which enabled them to go through more dense 
areas, and never posed the problem of "mechanical difficulties."103 Problems arose, however, 
during the lakes' transition periods from liquid to ice and vice versa. For anywhere from two 
to six weeks during the late autumn and late spring the lakes metamorphosed, thereby almost 
completely precluding transportation of any kind, whether canoe or snowshoes. Too much 
water prevented someone from going on foot or snowshoes, while large chunks of ice would 
have tom through canvas canoes in seconds or wreaked havoc with boat motors. 
Like dogsleds, canoes had been used for centuries in the Boundary Waters by the 
Native Americans and later, by the French voyageurs and British trappers. In the border 
system of lakes, rivers, and portages, residents and travelers found their watery paths and 
links to civilization. From the carved birchbark craft of the Ojibwe to the canvas, then 
aluminum, canoes of the twentieth century, these craft provided the mobility and lightness 
necessary for travel in the northern lakes and over the portages. Not surprisingly, many 
Boundary Waters women took up canoeing as both a vital means of transportation and also 
as a vehicle to recreation and sport. An acquaintance of Justine Kerfoot' s from Grand Marais, 
Gene Bayle, for example, taught Justine how to paddle when she first came to the Gunflint 
Trail in the late I920s. 104 Dorothy Molter became quite adept in the art of canoeing, as her 
home on Isle of the Pines in Knife Lake could only be reached by boat or canoe. 
Canoeing could also be a pleasurable experience as well as an indispensable means of 
transportation, and as such presented residents with relaxation and recreation. When they 
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both lived on Gunflint Lake in the early 1940s, Dinna Madsen and Val Ambrose would 
canoe together at night, quietly paddling in the reflection of the moonlight on the water.105 
Marie Sarkipato Ericson first traveled in a canoe on Shagawa Lake at the tender age of eight 
days and owned a canoe of her own by the time she was eight years old. A true navigator at 
heart, she loved to pore over the maps she and her brothers used to plan their excursion 
routes. Marie wondered why more girls did not canoe, but she speculated that the 
unavailability of trousers for women may have contributed. Marie could alter her two older 
brothers' hand-me-downs. She did have a regular canoeing partner in Elsie Harri, who, 
despite not entirely sharing Marie's adventuresome spirit, nonetheless formed lasting 
memories with Marie. The pair once took a canoe trip into Quetico on the Canadian side of 
the Boundary Waters which apparently involved some challenging terrain and moments for 
Elsie, who reflected back to the journey in a letter to Marie: "The Yum Yum portage was 
really something-we had to wade through the bog at times, brush clouds of flies away from 
our faces. You chopped windfalls that blocked our path .... Shooting the rapids on Basswood! 
Yes, Marie, I would never forget you, and on reflection, I wasn't an ideal tourist .... "106 
At least one other Boundary Waters woman did, however, share Marie's passion for 
canoeing, and in fact made a thirty-year career out of it. Recently home from serving with the 
Red Cross in Europe during World War II, Duluth-native Janet Hanson first journeyed to the 
Gunflint Trail in 1945 for a one- or two-week refresher. Though Justine Kerfoot wasn't 
accepting guests at the time Janet called Gunflint Lodge, Janet's offer to help out at the resort 
swayed Justine. During holidays and summer breaks over the next couple of years, Janet left 
her teaching job in southern Illinois behind to travel back to the Gunflint Lodge and work for 
Justine. Soon she had joined in efforts with Justine's fledgling canoe outfitting section of the 
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business. Canoe outfitters provided canoes, paddles, life vests, camping gear, dehydrated 
camp foods, and all other equipment, transportation, and provisions necessary for visitors 
who desired a canoe and camping trip on their own into the Boundary Waters. Janet started 
in a small cabin with a dozen canoes and one Jeep; by the end of her twenty-five year 
business partnership with Justine, she had more than one hundred canoes and numerous vans. 
Eventually establishing an outfitting business for herself on Seagull Lake at the end of the 
Gunflint Trail, Janet Hanson had successfully made canoeing her career and the northwoods 
her home. 107 
Janet Hanson was in good company as a Boundary Waters woman making her living 
through outdoor activities. Whether native to the northwoods or transplants from elsewhere, 
women in northern Minnesota and southern Ontario took an active role in such tasks as 
building cabins, guiding, trapping, and canoeing, frequently connected with the operation of 
resorts. Though these jobs were typically associated with men's work or sport, Boundary 
Waters women did not encounter criticism within their northwoods community for taking 
part in these tasks. On the contrary, husbands and neighbors appreciated their participation. 
People living outside the area, however, often found their altered roles peculiar. 
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CHAPTER TWO: DOMESTIC LIFE IN THE NORTHWOODS 
I don't think it's very wise to spend two hours waxing the living room floor on a lovely day 
when I could be out fishing. 
--Louise Dickinson Rich 
Women's tasks did not end at the cabin doorstep. While they often preferred the 
outdoor tasks discussed in the previous chapter, women also tended to domestic chores such 
as cooking, cleaning, and childrearing. Those who operated resorts typically cooked for 
guests and washed mounds of laundry. Many tasks were frequently complicated by the 
northwoods' remoteness, or at least required residents to make consequent adaptations. 
Acquiring adequate supplies of fresh food in the winter, giving birth to and raising children, 
and tending to those tasks associated with operating a resort all challenged Boundary Waters 
residents in ways unknown to people in most other areas. Yet as the forest and lakes offered 
up a bounty of resources, so too did they present unique possibilities for domestic life as 
well. Like outdoor tasks in the northwoods, men also participated in some domestic chores. 
Florence Jaques observed one day during her winter stay at Gunflint Lodge that 
Justine Kerfoot "has twenty-five people to feed, and this morning the water system had 
stopped, the pipes frozen [sic], and the light plant broke down. She repaired them, one after 
another, besides cleaning a dozen chickens, making pies and cakes, and baking bread." 108 In 
addition to Justine's roles as guide, hunter, trapper, dog musher, and mechanic, she served as 
cook, maid, and caretaker for her three children. Jaques admired Justine's ability to keep 
pace with the hungry resort guests, commenting that she did "nobly with the cooking, which 
she always ignored" until the lodge's regular cook was injured and unable to maintain her 
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regular duties. 109 "She hates 'women's work,"' Jaques continued, "but this is a job to be 
done; I've already learned that when there's a challenge she meets it, work or play." 110 
One photo of Alice Brandt currently hanging in the main lodge at Nor'W ester, the 
resort she started with her husband on Poplar Lake, depicts her standing next to no less than 
ninety-six bed sheets hanging on clotheslines to dry. After Alice washed the laundry, she 
canoed out onto the lake to rinse it, then ironed everything with a kerosene iron. She also 
prepared meals for guests, once in the 1940s cooking for eighty-five deer hunters staying at 
the lodge. 111 In the early years of Heston's resort on Gunflint Lake, Peggy Heston cooked for 
their guests, but later ceased providing this service simply because it was too much work. 
After her children were old enough, some of them helped to clean the guest cabins. 112 
Because of the strenuous work load, Boundary Waters resort operators frequently 
hired help for cooking and cleaning, though acquiring good, reliable individuals who could 
work year-round proved to be an enormous challenge for many. In the mid- to late-1930s, the 
Kerfoots struck upon a cook like no other-Agnes Lanktree Jackson, or Aggie. Justine 
reflected that "there was only one Aggie-such a composite that she defies description." 113 
Having worked in road and logging camps for much of her life, Aggie was accustomed to the 
exhausting labor involved in keeping a successful resort, especially the kitchen, operating 
smoothly. Justine noted that Aggie's many years in the logging camps unquestionably 
intluenced her, as she acquired "a vocabulary full of expletory words, incessant smoking, and 
the ability to drink large quantities of beer without perceptible effects."114 Aggie expected 
others to work as hard as she did; "anyone who put in less than fourteen to sixteen hours a 
day, or left the kitchen before it was spick-and-span with all the work done, was a lazy 'son 
of a bitch."' 115 Justine arrived at the kitchen in the mornings at six o'clock, always finding 
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Aggie already there, greeting her with, "Well Jesus Christ I thought you were going to sleep 
all day." 116 Aggie also lost patience with the green wood that the Kerfoots frequently 
provided for the cook stove. She said to Justine, '"Burning green wood is a bunch of god-
damned nonsense ... Sharpen that double crosscut saw and come with me. "' 117 Using an axe 
to fell trees sixty feet high in their surrounding woods, Justine and Aggie "sawed and split 
enough wood for the entire season."118 Justine marveled at Aggie's stamina: "When the job 
was finished, Aggie sat in the kitchen smoking a cigarette as if she had just been out on a 
playful romp. I felt stiff all over."119 While she spent much of her life in a traditional role for 
women as a cook, Aggie could not be characterized as other than non-traditional in many 
other ways. 
One of the most challenging aspects of keeping a home in the northwoods was 
procuring an adequate supply of food for the winter months. Though most Boundary Waters 
women traveled to town very infrequently, winter weather almost guaranteed the absence of 
trips into town, whether provisions were necessary or not. Most families, therefore, 
stockpiled groceries and other supplies for perhaps as much as three to four months. Making 
an accurate estimation of one's needs for such a period of time amounted to no small feat. 
Helen and Adrian Hoover discovered the difficulties of ensuring a sufficient-but not 
wasteful-supply of food for the winter. Ordering almost all of their groceries from the 
grocery store in Grand Marais, the Hoovers, like many Gunflint Trail residents, waited for 
the truck to deliver their orders. Since they had no automobile, Helen and Adrian were forced 
to rely on the truck deliveries in the summertime as well. One order for the Hoovers 
included: one ham, two large pot roasts, ground beef, slab bacon, a few round steaks, one 
case of canned milk, powdered eggs, one case each of boned chicken and Vienna sauages, 
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and numerous hundred-pound sacks of flour, sugar, and potatoes. 120 Before their first winter 
on the Trail, Helen dreaded the thought of having to eat canned meat for four months because 
they had no freezer; Ade reminded her the entire region would be one large ice-box, and they 
kept their fresh meat in an old barrel stove outside their cabin. 121 
In addition to cooking, some Boundary Waters women also constructed garments, 
shoes, blankets, and other household goods. Tempest Powell Benson, for instance, learned 
from her mother, Mary Ottertail Powell, to make the snowshoe rabbit blankets that kept their 
families warm in the northern winters. Using strips of rabbit fur tied together, both women 
wove the strips that served as warp and weft. Mary created such a blanket for her husband 
Jack, which he said he could use "anywhere, anytime and never be cold."122 Justine Kerfoot's 
Ojibwe neighbor Gladys Spoon also produced these warm fur blankets and gave one to 
Justine as a gift. 123 Rabbit fur could also be utilized to make extremely warm boot liners; 
Tempest fashioned these by skinning two rabbits, fitting the furs over her feet, and then 
drying them over a stove or fire until the shape of the foot remained. 124 Another Ojibwe 
woman, Tchi-ki-wis (Helen Robinson),who lived on Basswood Lake and was married to 
game warden John Linklater, made fur parkas (later adopted by the game wardens), wool 
shirts, and moccasins, as well as a beaded purse for her friend, Ellen Hanson. 125 
For generations, Ojibwe women in the Boundary Waters executed these traditional 
crafts. Like the rabbit fur blankets, Ojibwe women also wove long grass and cedar bark strips 
to manufacture floor or wall mats. Though once known for their eye-catching porcupine quill 
embroidery work, Ojibwe women largely abandoned this art in favor of the simpler beading. 
Crafting birchbark utensils was another task; Betty Skoog remembered her mother making 
birchbark spoons. Other Ojibwe tasks featured distinct male and female roles, such as 
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making "moss-back" cradles and snowshoes. In constructing the "moss-back" cradles, 
women made the leather pouch in which the baby rode while men made the wooden frames. 
Men also shaped the wooden frames for snowshoe while women wove the moose rawhide 
webbing. 126 
While they continued the traditionally female tasks of cooking, cleaning, and caring 
for children, many Boundary Waters women expressed a preference for outdoor work. Betty 
Lessard ofNamakan Lake, for example, readily admitted she found housework disagreeable, 
a fact readily recognized by friends who often found Betty skinning beaver in her living 
room. 127 Alice Brandt packed cut ice, butchered meat, canned, cooked, baked, and cleaned 
with a steel brush, but preferred to spend her time outdoors. 128 Dorothy Molter expressed a 
similar sentiment toward housework. The vast majority of northwoods women married, and 
consequently participated in the accepted female roles of their era. Despite carrying out many 
of the domestic tasks expected of a woman, however, Dorothy Molter's personal life did not 
follow the traditional route. Asked once why she never married, Dorothy replied, "When I 
find a guy who can paddle better, shoot straighter, snowshoe faster, split wood quicker, and 
portage bigger loads, I'll marry him." 129 She obviously possessed great confidence in her 
outdoor abilities. Dorothy and her northwoods neighbors occupied many of the usual roles 
for women in the first half of the twentieth century, yet they were unfettered enough to take 
an avid interest in roles supposedly outside the conventions of the feminine realm of their 
day. 
So although Boundary Waters women continued to perform their household chores, 
they seized opportunities to escape the confines of the house for the outdoors. Luckily, some 
of the essential domestic chores could be performed out-of-doors. Food procurement, for 
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example, often took place in the woods where residents could take advantage of nature's 
bounty in the form of meat, fish, berries, wild rice, herbs, and maple syrup. Even if a 
Boundary Waters woman did not hunt or fish, quite often friends or neighbors shared wild 
game and fish. But everyone grasped the opportunity to harvest the foods occurring naturally 
in the northwoods. 
Wild rice, for example-or manomin as the Ojibwe called it-served as a staple for 
many generations, growing abundantly · in the many lakes. Gathering wild rice each autumn 
constituted not only a necessary occupation to the Ojibwe, but also a time for socializing and 
fellowship. 130 Traveling to Whitefish Lake in Ontario from Saganaga, Gunflint, Grand 
Marais, Grand Portage, and Lac de Mille Lacs, the Ojibwe worked in family groups to 
harvest the rice. 131 Often a husband or brother gently paddled the canoe from the bow while 
his wife or sister, positioned in the stem, wielded the sticks with which she bent the long 
stems over the hull of the canoe and tapped off the ripe grain. After collecting a load, the 
gatherers placed the rice on birch bark sheets in the sun to dry for a few hours. Any foreign 
matter was removed from the rice at this time. The grains were then heated in metal tubs, 
tipped at a forty-five degree angle over open fires until, with constant stirring, they turned a 
deep golden brown. The parched rice would then be poured into pits dug in the ground and 
lined with cedar shakes. Typically the man of the each family donned a new pair of 
moosehide moccasins and climbed into the rice, twisting with his feet to loosen the husks. 
Upon completion, the women removed the rice and winnowed it in large birchbark baskets. 
With perhaps another husking in the pits and second winnowing, the rice could then be stored 
for winter use.132 Dorothy Molter learned from her Ojibwe neighbors, the Chosa family, how 
to prepare the versatile and filling wild rice as a vegetable, cereal, stuffing, or soup and 
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stew. 133 Sometime later, however, the Canadian government stepped in and designated plots 
in the lakes for each Indian family to harvest, then purchased the green rice from them to ship 
to factories where it was processed. Thus ended the annual celebrations and gatherings. 134 
Wild berries and other fruits also contributed to northwoods residents' sustenance and 
furnished an opportunity to enjoy the forest while working. Blueberries, strawberries, low-
bush and high-bush cranberries, Juneberries, wild plums, rose hips, wild currants, 
lignonberries, cherries, and chokecherries grew abundantly in the woods. Naturally, the 
yields varied greatly between years depending upon the weather, but during especially 
fruitful seasons northwoods residents could substantially supplement their diets-not to 
mention add much-needed variety and nutritional value-with wild berries and fruits, often 
with as much as six to eight quarts per person per day. Samuel Plummer of Loman ( situated 
on the Rainy River approximately fifteen miles west of International Falls), along with son 
Jim and Adam Clement, once picked 126 quarts of blueberries. Each autumn the Mannausau 
children, also from near Loman, picked fifty-five gallons of low-bush cranberries to be stored 
in their root cellar until the following summer when they canned them. It was not uncommon 
for families to pick and can between three hundred and five hundred quarts of fruit each year. 
Family and friends from beyond the Boundary Waters often assisted with the berry harvests 
on their vacations. 135 
For family and friends of Betty Powell Skoog, Tempest Benson, and Mary Powell, 
blueberry picking meant a time for socializing as well as for work. Each summer, many of 
the area Ojibwe traveled to Northern Light Lake where previous forest fires created plentiful 
blueberry crops. Betty remembered her great grandmother being attacked by a bear once, so 
her grandmother or mother always took a gun along thereafter. Betty's family typically 
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harvested three or four fish boxes full of berries; a fish box held one hundred pounds of fish. 
They transported these back to their homestead on Lake Saganagons and proceeded to can a 
portion of the berries while the remainder were dried. A plentiful stock of blueberries were 
thereby preserved for the following year. 136 Blueberries also played a starring role in the 
unique pies Marie Ericson made while out guiding; she rolled the dough on the bottom of a 
canoe with a whiskey bottle. 137 The Maine woods bore as plentifully as those of northern 
Minnesota and southern Ontario; Louise Dickinson Rich noted: "wherever there is enough of 
a clearing to let the sun in, acres and acres of raspberries and blueberries come into fruit." 138 
Accompanied by their hired man, Gerrish, who took "a proper pride in being the best and 
fastest picker he ever saw," Rich savored the opportunity to explore the island where they 
picked berries. In addition, she looked forward to the numerous meals that would be 
improved by the addition of fresh fruit. 139 
As well as locating berries in the woods, Boundary Waters women, particularly the 
Ojibwe women, took advantage of the area's abundant sugar maple trees to produce maple 
syrup and sugar. First making small slits into a tree and collecting the sap in a pan, the 
Ojibwe women then poured the sap into large kettles placed over outdoor fires. Though the 
sap was allowed to boil, the length of time varied depending upon which form the sap would 
ultimately take; sap for syrup boiled for a lesser time than did that intended for either ground 
or block sugar. 140 Betty Skoog did not mention her family making maple syrup, but they did 
utilize the sap derived from birch trees. Birch sap provided a refreshing drink that the Powell 
family used in place of water; Mary "would cut a little slit [in the birch tree] and then poke a 
stick in the hole and the sap would run and drip into the hanging birch bark basket."141 
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Notwithstanding the northwoods' short growing season, numerous residents grew 
gardens to supply some of their food needs. Mary Ottertail Powell and Jack dug the ground 
each spring on islands near their Lake Saganagons homestead to plant potatoes.142 Justine 
Kerfoot and her parents painstakingly cleared their land of trees, rocks, and scrub to start a 
garden in the early 1930s. Justine's father "tried all kinds of experiments to overcome the 
short growing season" by planting "strawberries, raspberries, carrots, asparagus, pie plant, 
onions, radishes," potatoes, and cucumbers. 143 Winnifred McClenaghan Caul and her family 
planted a garden each year at their home on Lac La Croix. Her father brought in muskeg dirt 
to amend the thin soil, and her mother tended the garden. They grew carrots, potatoes, lettuce 
and peas, and built a root house for storing the vegetables. 144 Not only did late or early frosts 
and snowfall, wildly varying temperatures, and poor soils challenge the productivity of 
northern gardens, but wildlife presented problems as well. Winnifred McClenaghan Caul 
remembered that chipmunks favored her mother's garden peas, "and knew how to get at 
them." 145 Deer also frequently took advantage of the convenient vegetation provided by 
humans; even Justine Kerfoot' s tethered sled dogs apparently ceased to deter the hoofed 
intruders once they discovered they could not chase them. Kerfoot's father finally applied 
mothballs around the edges of the garden in hopes of dissuading the deer. 146 
Boundary Waters residents did not need to rely entirely on either gardens or grocery 
stores for vegetables, however, but could forage for the many wild plants and herbs that grew 
beyond their doorsteps. Ade and Helen Hoover, for instance, started picking dandelion 
greens from near their cabin for both themselves and their small chickens when Ade recalled 
eating the greens at his grandmother's homestead. 147 Betty Skoog remembered her 
grandmother, Mary, picking cawtox, a plant that grew along the shorelines of sandy or rocky 
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bays. 148 They ate the roots of the plant. The Powells picked a few mushrooms in the spring 
and autumn, though Mary believed too many were unhealthy. Mary also tapped the bounty of 
the woods by picking medicinal herbs. She used the long leaves of a plant called adder leaf as 
a coagulant for cuts, as well as various other herbs used to cure the stomach flu, cramps, and 
upset stomach. 149 
Of course hunting and trapping, previously discussed, yielded meat for northwoods 
people to consume. Two types of meat were most commonly eaten in the Boundary Waters: 
venison and moose. Both were plentiful, especially in the earlier years of this study, and 
provided the bulk of the winter's diet. In character with the way of life in the Boundary 
Waters, residents learned to waste nothing. Irv Benson detailed how he and Tempest put this 
philosophy into practice after a particular moose hunt: "The moose remnants unsuitable for 
freezing were canned, and all bones were roasted to save the remaining meat on them for 
soup and soup stock. Dogs ate the innards and the innards' innards went into the compost 
pile. The only thing left in Curran Bay [the location where they shot the moose] was a hole in 
the air where the moose had been." 150 Where food supplies required extra effort to procure, 
thrift and ingenuity could make the difference between starvation and plenty. 
Engaging in these domestic duties that nevertheless took place outside the home 
might seem difficult while caring for small children. Boundary Waters women continued to 
shoulder the major responsibility for rearing offspring, yet they clearly declared their love for 
the outdoors through adaptations that would generally allow them to continue the active 
outdoor lifestyle they had chosen. Successfully and safely giving birth presented not the 
smallest obstacle for women in these remote northwoods. Without access to conveniently 
located medical facilities, most Boundary Waters women planned to travel to Duluth-at 
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least ninety miles away-well in advance of labor's onset. Winter weather or other 
complicating circumstances could easily confound this strategy, however. Dinna Madsen, for 
example, almost nine months pregnant in the winter of 1956, decided the time had arrived to 
travel to town for delivery. With one hundred inches of snow already blanketing the ground, 
ditlicult travel became impossible when Art Madsen's snowmobile wouldn't start. Though a 
neighbor's snowboat carried her part of the way across frozen Saganaga Lake, Dinna resorted 
to trudging through deep snow and slush on snowshoes for over two miles after the boat ran 
out of fuel. A passing dog team finally whisked her to the Blankenburg's residence at the end 
of the road where she stayed overnight. Seventeen inches of new snow greeted her in the 
morning, and it was so cold that her boots had frozen to the floor. After a special plea from 
the Blankenburgs for the snowplow to clear twelve miles of the snow-choked Gunflint Trail, 
Dinna at last received transportation to Grand Marais where she took the bus to Duluth. She 
gave birth to a healthy daughter, Helen Sue, one week later. 151 Twice Charlie Boostrom took 
his wife Petra to Grand Marais on their dogsled so she could deliver a child. 152 
Some women, though, could not reach town in time to give birth. Justine Kerfoot, 
who previously asked medical friends for advice in the event such circumstances might arise, 
assisted Ojibwe neighbor Bessie Cook in delivering her baby in the early 1930s. 153 Upon her 
arrival at the Cook residence across Gunflint Lake, Justine noticed the triangle-shaped 
birthing board at the foot of Bessie's bed that provided something against which Bessie could 
brace her feet as she pushed. The baby's head soon appeared and Justine tied the umbilical 
cord on either side of the location at which she then cut the cord. 154 Val Ambrose, friend of 
Justine's, bore her first daughter, Bonnie, in 1940 in the canvas-topped residence she shared 
with husband Benny on Ottertrack Lake. 155 
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Louise Dickinson Rich, though a resident of Maine, coped with the same remote 
northwoods existence when the time arrived to deliver her son around 1940. The due date for 
her first-born set for the beginning of January, Louise planned to leave the woods for the 
town of Rumford shortly after Christmas and wait the usual week to ten days there. In the 
wee hours of December 18, however, Louise awoke and knew the child's birth was 
imminent. Seeing the alarm on her husband's face, Louise said, "I suddenly felt very brave 
and confident. I remembered that lots of babies are born without the benefit of the medical 
profession .... " 156 After busying her husband with various tasks to divert his attention, Rich 
soon gave birth to a healthy baby boy. Though neither Louise nor Ralph was completely 
certain of their immediate responsibilities, Ralph tended to the umbilical cord (much to the 
neighbor woman's amusement, he tied it with a piece of rope). 157 Their remote homes often 
prevented women of the northwoods from seeking the medical help their city sisters normally 
enjoyed. Aside from complications, however, birth in the woods apparently presented no 
particular risks. 
Northwoods women's daily challenges did not cease once they safely delivered their 
children. On the contrary, Boundary Waters women encountered the added burden of caring 
for children in a remote area, typically without the assistance of close neighbors or family 
members. Dinna Madsen frequently required a respite from raising six children in their 
cramped cabin. Slipping out of the house on winter evenings after her family went to sleep, 
Dinna found the solace she sought by trekking on cross-country skis to relax. One evening 
after a particularly stressful day she discovered she had sliced her way through the snow to 
the far side of the lake, six miles away. Unflustered, she simply turned and headed back. 
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The presence of children sometimes necessitated far greater adaptations than women 
initially expected. Betty Skoog, for example, planned to live an outdoors life of trapping and 
guiding with her husband Ken on their Saganaga Lake property, but plans changed with the 
arrival of their three children. Since Betty, unlike her mother Tempest, lived a considerable 
distance from family members who could have assisted her with childcare, she stayed at 
home while Ken guided fishermen. 158 Marie Ericson encountered a similar obstacle in the 
early 1940s to her intentions to continue guiding at the Lodge of Whispering Pines, the resort 
she and her husband Eric operated on Big Lake. When one child did not recognize her after 
she returned from a three-week absence, Marie decided that motherhood in the northwoods 
necessitated the termination of her career as an outdoor guide. 159 
Many women sometimes needed to, and could, bring their children along with them 
into the woods, however, and for this purpose they devised numerous adaptations. Despite 
needing to care for a baby, Petra and Charlie Boostrom explored the northwoods for over a 
year from 1915 to 1916, living out of a canoe with their first-born child. Dorothy Powell 
toted her baby son in a washtub over portages while trapping with her husband. Justine 
Kerfoots' s Ojibwe neighbor Butchie Plummer taught her to use a far more convenient device 
in which to carry her babies-the tick-a-noggin. A tick-a-noggin was a cradleboard used by 
Native Americans in which a baby was wrapped in blankets and laced to the board.160 With 
her baby snugly secured to the tick-a-noggin strapped on to her back, Justine could continue 
her outdoor duties. Snowshoeing with the tick-a-noggin produced the accompanying benefit 
of effectively rocking the baby to sleep. 161 Dinna Madsen also used a tick-a-noggin after 
neighbor Charlotte Powell loaned one to her. Later, Tempest Benson showed Dinna how to 
construct her own with cedar wood, ash, and moosehide. Ash was used for fashioning the 
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head bar that protected a baby's head while in the tick-a-noggin. A vital feature of the 
cradleboard, the head bar on Dinna's tick-a-noggin prevented any injury to her young son, 
Chris, when he once fell from the canoe on shore. Tucked snuggly into the tick-a-noggin, 
Chris slept through his ordeal. 162 
Boundary Waters children appeared to suffer no ill effects from their frequent 
exposure to the outdoors. On the contrary, the Madsen and Kerfoot children, like others in 
the north woods environment, enjoyed excellent health. Dinna claimed that the whole family 
could go two or three years without a single cold as long as someone from "outside" didn't 
bring in any viruses. Once when the children were young, Dinna was convinced they all had 
polio: "They had all the symptoms." 163 Thankfully, however, it was merely a bad case of the 
flu brought into the remote northwoods by a visitor. The same remoteness in upper Maine 
protected residents there as well from viruses; Louise Rich noted that "woods life is very 
healthful. We are never sick, literally." 164 
Many of the Boundary Waters children eventually became susceptible to illnesses, 
however, when they were exposed to children who resided outside the Boundary Waters, and 
this often occurred when they started going to school. Schooling entered into their lives just 
as for children everywhere, though their remoteness presented yet another challenge for 
parents. Generally, parents had only two options available: homeschooling or boarding. 
Some parents homeschooled their children with the aid of published curricula and materials 
ordered through the mail. Justine Kerfoot utilized the Calvert School's correspondence 
course, as did Peggy Heston, to homeschool her kids through the age of twelve. When it 
came time for high school, however, Justine felt the children would better benefit from the 
instruction they would receive in a regular public school and therefore boarded them in 
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Grand Marais during the school year. Dinna Madsen homeschooled her kids until the third 
grade, also through a correspondence course, then moved to Grand Marais with them each 
winter until they completed school. 165 
In the Maine northwoods, Louise Rich also recognized the necessity of formal 
education: "Even if there weren't laws requiring their attendance ... we would still have to 
send them. One of the most important parts of education is learning to get along with other 
people, and we just can't supply a society of their peers for them to rub up against."166 Rich 
also understood the difficulty her children would face in identifying with the world in the 
same manner as other children. She knew school teachers would not care whether young 
Rufus could discriminate between a dog track or a fox track, but would rather prod him with 
questions concerning electricity, railroads, and running water-all things with which he was 
entirely unfamiliar. Northwoods parents in both Minnesota and Maine must therefore have 
harbored very mixed emotions upon sending their children to public schools far from their 
homes. For a very few, like Val Ambrose, the desire to provide their children with good 
education and the opportunity to interact with other children overcame even their enjoyment 
of the northwoods lifestyle; Val Ambrose left the Gunflint and moved to Ohio around 194 7 
to send her two daughters to school. 167 
Whether educating their children, cooking meals for resort guests, or growing a 
garden, Boundary Waters women did not attend to domestic chores alone. Despite the 
perception during their era that men engaged solely in tasks occurring outside the domestic 
sphere, some northwoods men stepped beyond the gender border by doing some of these jobs 
too. Just as they displayed a willingness to walk beyond the masculine path typically 
expected of them in the outdoors, Boundary Waters men also adopted numerous domestic 
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tasks and displayed characteristics more commonly considered "feminine." Cooking, baking, 
gardening, and childcare were a few of the activities in which some men regularly engaged. 
As previously mentioned, Jack Powell frequently served as the camp cook for his 
wife and daughter on their hunting and trapping trips. Also on the Canadian side of the 
Boundary Waters, Art Madsen of Saganaga Lake cooked for himself and other Quetico park 
rangers in the 1930s. He invented "Ranger Soup," a mixture including tomatoes, fried bacon, 
onions, and evaporated milk, and also received local praise for his raisin pies. In addition, his 
family enjoyed a fried partridge dish he prepared, sometimes with a partridge Dinna shot. 
Admitting she didn't like being in the kitchen and was ''a terrible cook," Dinna 
acknowledged Art was a good cook and recalled that he often planned the guest menus when 
they offered meals at their resort. 168 
Nearby, Pete Cosme (Knife Lake Pete), a Chicago native, stayed on Knife Lake 
nearly every summer from 1939 to 1991 and was well-known in the area for not only the 
guiding he had done at Quetico-Superior Outfitters on Moose Lake, but also for his baked 
goods. He made pies, doughnuts, breads, and cakes and shared them with friends like fellow 
Knife Lake resident Dorothy Molter. Pete once cleverly demonstrated the persuasive power 
of good food. He spent his summers camped on the Canadian side of the lake. When a 
supervisor for the Ontario Department of Lakes and Forests discovered Pete did not possess 
the required camping permit, he instructed one of his charges, Bud Dickson, to either oust 
Cosme or arrest him. Bud and a friend found Pete's campsite, but as they approached his 
tent, he emerged and welcomed them with a freshly-baked blueberry pie and hot coffee. 
Cosme also insisted the pair take along homemade bread and doughnuts after they finished 
their pie. Pete had poor hearing, and each time Dickson mentioned the permit requirement, 
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Pete "would cup a hand to his ear and yell, 'What?"' 169 Realizing the futility of their mission, 
Dickson and his friend returned to their canoe and left, agreeing that if their supervisor asked 
about Cosme they would simply reply that they never found him. 170 
Other Boundary Waters men enjoyed cooking as well. Charlie Boostrom was a 
rugged outdoorsman who built forty-one log cabins by 1968, trapped for much of his life in 
the remote terrain, and traversed thousands of miles of water by canoe. Yet not all of 
Charlie's tasks involved what might be considered "masculine" roles. Charlie stated that 
although cooking at home was a woman's job, camp cooking was another issue; when out in 
the woods, he presided as camp cook. 171 Apparently both he and his wife, Petra, shared a 
hand in making bread when the two traveled by canoe in 1915. Charlie explained that, "We'd 
mix the dough for bread at one end of the lake, let it rise in the bottom of the canoe while we 
paddled, and when we reached the other end we'd set up camp and bake it."172 Having spent 
a couple of years trapping alone in the Boundary Waters before Petra came to the 
northwoods to live, Charlie learned to provide for his sustenance from nature's larder when 
necessary. Muskrat, beaver, young bear, lynx, woodchuck, even porcupine could all furnish 
food in the wilderness. Charlie also brewed teas from concoctions of birch bark (for 
diarrhea), white pine (for coughs), and the Labrador plant. 173 
Another location where one could regularly find men taking up kitchen utensils were 
the various logging camps that continued to operate into the 1940s and early 1950s. In 
Maine, Louise Dickinson Rich discovered the culinary expertise of a male logging camp 
cook. She and husband Ralph visited a log driving camp one spring and met the camp cook, 
Jonesy. He passed along a wealth of culinary advice to Louise, including, for instance, "how 
to make a tough pot-roast tender by smothering it with raw onions and adding a cup of 
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canned tomatoes, salt, pepper, and a little water."174 Jonesy explained to Louise that the acid 
in the tomatoes broke down the meat fibers. He also taught Louise to cut homemade bread 
into thin slices by using a hot knife. Similarly, Marie Ericson learned from fellow guide Bill 
Wendstrom-known as the "bull of the woods" in the Ely area-how to bake bread. Bill also 
taught Marie how to knit, thereby providing her with the skill to knit her own double-heeled 
socks. 175 
In addition to finding northwoods men who enjoyed cooking, Louise Rich also 
encountered men who enjoyed taking care of young children. When Rich first met Jonesy, 
she mentioned at the end of their meeting that she should be returning to her slumbering six-
month-old baby. Jonesy's eyes lit up at this and he said, "Bring him up here. There's nothing 
I like so much as a baby. Any time you want to go any place, you leave the baby here with 
me an' the cookee."176 Louise left her son, Rufus, with Jonesy numerous times, returning "to 
find Rufus propped up on the cook's bunk, chewing a piece of dried apple, with a circle of 
men around him, trying to make him laugh." 177 Claiming that the men knew how to treat 
Rufus better than she did, Louise noted that most of the men were without families, and for 
them "a baby was a treat."178 
Back in the Boundary Waters, game warden John Linklater maintained strong 
connections with not only the flora and fauna, but he also seemed to exhibit tenderness 
toward people, especially children. While the nature of his job-arresting outlaws and fining 
people for breaking the game laws-necessitated a certain amount of authority and 
toughness, many people respected John for his fairness, woodslore, and kindness. He once 
caught some children spearing fish, which was illegal, and as it was "John's job, of course, to 
teach them that it was wrong, ... he reprehended them for breaking the law. They were scared 
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and you could see they hadn't meant to be breaking it [ the law]. John gave them a quarter to 
go buy ice cream." 179 His interactions with children reflected not merely a tolerance, but 
obviously a sincere enjoyment of their company. One year, a particularly heavy snow fell 
immediately before Christmas, leaving a small Indian settlement cut off from town. John 
purchased gifts and candy, then set out on snowshoes for Lac La Croix where he distributed 
them on Christmas morning to the children. Others who knew John recalled seeing him, "sit 
and whittle with patience and kindness, little shovels for children to dig in the sand, or he 
would carve them beds for their dolls. He would tell them stories of the moose and the beaver 
and the ruffed grouse .... "180 
For those northwoods men who had their own children, fatherhood could be a 
meaningful and rewarding experience just as motherhood could be. Ralph Rich apparently 
enjoyed "a very special feeling" for his son, Rufus, due in large part to his sole presence at 
Rufus' birth. Louise postulated, "that early, primitive responsibility that devolved upon 
Ralph toward Rufus left its mark. Fatherhood is necessarily a less intimate relationship-
physically at least-than motherhood; but Ralph can't think of himself only as the guy who 
buys Rufus' food and clothes and administers spankings. Fundamentally he is always the guy 
who tied his cord .... "181 Art Madsen also apparently enjoyed his role as a father. Daughter 
Helen Sue remembered playing giddy-up on his knee, planting flowers, and observing nature 
together, as well as Art comforting her when thunder frightened her, and teaching her how to 
swim. He taught her, Helen Sue said, with "gentleness, wisdom, and love."182 
In addition to possessing a fondness for cooking and childcare, some northwoods men 
proved themselves accomplished gardeners. Benny Ambrose, an avid trapper and skilled 
woodsman, also gardened at his homestead on Ottertrack Lake. Benny hauled in sacks full of 
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rich dirt from southern Minnesota and his native Iowa to amend the thin, rocky northwoods 
soil, in addition to applying muck dredged from the bottom of beaver ponds. Originally he 
grew mostly vegetables-carrots, radishes, rutabegas, lettuce, and potatoes-for his 
subsistence. He canned and stored the vegetables or shared the surplus with others. Ambrose 
also baked his own bread. Val Mclllhenney, a college friend of Justine Kerfoot' s who visited 
the area one summer in the early 1930s, introduced Benny to flower gardening. The two 
married in January 193 7. Benny's passion for horticulture soon encompassed growing lilacs, 
roses, and other flowers. 183 
Art Madsen shared Benny's fondness for flowers, growing them in pots scattered 
about his island home. Fellow Saganaga Lake resident Irv Benson also gardened on his and 
Tempest's land on the Canadian side of the lake. Like Benny Ambrose, Irv lugged in organic 
matter and topsoil to enrich the soil. With such additives, as well as the supplemental effort 
to attract bees for pollination, Benson produced tomatoes on plants sometimes growing well 
over six feet high. Tempest's father, Jack Powell, also gardened on their homestead along the 
shores of Lake Saganagons, where he grew rutabegas, cabbage, carrots, and potatoes. Jack 
O'Connor, a seasoned guide, trapper, and prospector who lived in a rather Spartan shack on 
the shores of Shagawa Lake near Ely, grew potatoes behind his cabin, harvesting with the 
words "I picked ye and planted ye--now roll into the pail." 184 
This discussion of northwoods men's activities, attitudes, and perceptions-though 
brief-points to many commonalities with women in the northwoods. Men displayed a wide 
range of personalities, tasks, and feelings throughout their daily lives. They cannot be 
characterized solely as the popular tough and gruff backwoods man stereotype. In her study 
of the Maine outdoors scene at the turn of the century, Nan Cumming notes that male 
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"sports" visiting the woods often did their own cooking, mending, and laundry. The Maine 
northwoods vacation was, "rather than an essentially masculine experience ... a temporary 
freedom from modern gender roles."185 
Northwoods residents enjoyed a more enduring flexibility in their gender roles. Even 
though Boundary Waters women remained involved in traditional domestic chores, they 
often made adaptations in these jobs-or even abandoned them-to suit their own interests. 
And they did not carry out these tasks alone. Boundary Waters men cooked, baked, took care 
of children, and gardened out of both necessity and enjoyment. Gender roles in the 
northwoods therefore continued to borrow from the traditions of the times, yet the range of 
attitudes and tasks obviously reflected a higher level of comfort with indistinct gender lines. 
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CHAPTER THREE: SPACE, BOUNDARIES, AND "THE OUTSIDE WORLD" 
Women's experiences in the Boundary Waters during the first half of the twentieth 
century, whether building log cabins or guiding fishing expeditions, do not represent an 
isolated case. Women throughout other regions of the United States similarly earned a living 
from engagement in outdoor activities such as those previously discussed. In remote areas of 
the intermountain West and the pine woods of Maine, for example, women found the 
freedom to live according to their own interests and talents. Like their counterparts in the 
Boundary Waters, these western and Maine women often preferred outdoor tasks to 
traditional domestic work. Whether in the Boundary Waters of Minnesota, the Idaho 
mountains, or the Maine northwoods, residents described a sense of separation from the 
"outside" world. This boundary, while it afforded certain advantages and greater flexibility 
for residents, was nonetheless permeable. Even though this porous border could create 
confusion as to appropriate gender roles, rural residents continued to hold different priorities 
and expectations than did those from other locales. Stereotypes of passive women continued 
to plague the "outside" world; northwoods residents knew otherwise. 
Harriet "Babe" Hanson made her living at Sawtooth Lodge in Grandjean, Idaho by 
guiding hunters on pack trips in the 1930, 1940s, and 1950s. As her husband, a member of 
the Forest Service, was often away, Babe managed the ranch. She had her own horse by the 
time she was in the fourth grade, and later learned to shoe them. Providing guests with riding 
horses, Babe tended to chores in the mornings before trail rides. She also supervised and 
guided camping trips. Babe enjoyed hunting and fishing for trout; she learned to shoot prairie 
chickens at the age of eight. Explaining that there were no women with whom to hunt, Babe 
regularly hunted with a man named Ed Pigeon and his nephew. Babe said, "You couldn't ask 
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for nicer fellas," and they suffered no competition amongst themselves. 186 Babe became 
recognized in the area for shooting seventy-five cougars after a neighbor complained that a 
cougar was killing his horses. Though she worked very hard, she also enjoyed her outdoor 
life immensely. 187 
Beulah Reeves of Robinson Bar Ranch near Stanley, Idaho, also ran pack trips into 
the vast roadless areas of the Sawtooth Mountains. Though her guardians tried to raise her as 
a "little lady," Beulah found this difficult on a ranch and she soon favored the outdoor 
activities over more domestic chores. 188 Despite the remote location of these women's 
ranches, they typically did not mind the solitude. Emma Cox of Cox Dude Ranch near 
Y ellowpine, Idaho, for example, stated that despite the fact she often did not see another 
woman for five months at the ranch she ran with her husband, she did not suffer from 
loneliness. She also found nothing of which to be afraid. 189 Babe Hanson said she kept too 
busy to ever become lonely. 
Gertrude Maxwell of Elk City, Idaho declared that she enjoyed the isolation, 
especially in the winter. Gertude lived her entire life on the ranch her parents operated in the 
Idaho mountains, eventually running her own hunt-packing business. Though people might 
consider her life "exceptional," Gertrude merely stated, "I'm just a product of my 
environment."190 Her father was disappointed that Gertrude was not a boy, and therefore "he 
kinda made a boy outta me." 191 Both her parents, however, tried to raise her to be "a strong 
woman;" they even discouraged her crying as a young child. 192 While still a baby, Gertrude 
rode on her mother's horse in a cradle board fashioned by their Nez Perce neighbors. She rode 
her own horse at the age of three, and at four her father taught her how to pack a horse, even 
though she had to stand on an apple box to reach. As a young girl, Gertrude enjoyed 
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spending her summers with the Nez Perce who camped near her parents' ranch. She learned 
many useful things from them, including what to eat in the woods when lost, how to sleep 
outdoors without a blanket, and how to respect nature. As a young woman, Gertrude taught 
in Elk City during the weekdays and operated her pack business on the weekends. If guests 
did not fill their licenses, she helped them kill game. Numerous hunters mentioned to her that 
"it must be a hard life for a woman," and Gertrude admitted that if a woman went into the 
outfitting business, she was stepping into a man's world. 193 She believed, however, that as 
long as a woman "conducted herself like a man, she won't have any trouble." 194 Gertrude felt 
accepted as "just one of the fellas" by her clients. 195 
A California woman, Hallie M. Daggett, held a unique position starting in June 1913; 
she served as a fire lookout for the Forest Service in the Siskiyou Mountains. For five months 
of the year-when the potential for forest fires was at its greatest-Daggett lived in a small 
log cabin on Klamath Peak. Interested in hunting, fishing, and camping from a young age, 
Hallie could not join the Forest Service when it was first established due, apparently, to the 
"hard labor incident to building trails and fighting fires." 196 Once her opportunity arose, 
Daggett could not let it pass, stating, "It was an experiment of course. No one thought a 
woman could be of any use in such a job, and so I just had to make good. Well, I 
succeeded." 197 
Despite her interviewer's characterization of her "lonely vigil," Hallie said she was 
"never lonesome, for the constant watching and the beautiful views day after day." 198 Nor 
was she frightened. She kept a rifle and pistol and could use them "as skillfully as the 
average mountaineer."199 Her work suited her, as she enjoyed the natural surroundings and 
wildlife at her doorstep, and stated "it is work more than useful-it is a grand and glorious 
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vacation-outing. "200 Similar to the women of the Boundary Waters, Hallie delighted in her 
intimate connection with nature, "for the very lifeblood of these great foliated mountains 
surges through my veins. I like it; I love it!"201 
Women constructed outdoor lives for themselves not only in the West, but in the 
remote forested areas of New England as well, particularly Maine. Like northeast Minnesota, 
the forests of northwest Maine became an important lumbering region late in the nineteenth 
century and lasting into the early twentieth century. One woman, Ardelle "Ida" Allen of 
Moxie Gore, was born in a logging camp in the 1890s. For her, having grown up in the forest 
amidst the timber industry, the decision at the beginning of World War I to work in the pulp 
cutting business-where soft wood logs were cut into four-foot sections and hauled away by 
trucks-was not at all unusual. Her father disagreed, however, telling her, "My girl, you must 
be crazy! You are too small, and you don't look so well."202 Husband Sam also registered 
disapproval and tried to appease her by telling her that if she cooked his meals while he went 
out to work in the woods, she would still be aiding the war effort. 
Ida persisted, however. She accompanied Sam into the woods a few days at first, but 
before long she went to work in the logging camp almost every day. Ida's woods skills 
quickly improved: "On one handle of a cross cut saw I could help cut the large spruce and fir 
trees, and I learned the way they were notched to fall in the direction wanted. When the 
smaller trees were sawed down and limbed out, I could, with a buck saw, cut a surprising 
number into four foot lengths. "203 Ida seemed quite proud of her talents and obviously found 
great satisfaction in working outdoors with her husband. She commented that when she and 
Sam worked in the woods, they were "at one with the animal and bird life. "204 Her 
appreciation for nature and wildlife carried over into hunting season, as she did not "care to 
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kill anything," though once in a while she did shoot partridge.205 Ida loved to "travel for 
hours in the woods," though she admitted "at most times I am just a little afraid" of meeting 
either a bear or moose. 206 
Ida was not alone in her periodic fright, however. She and Sam started a fishing 
resort, Moxie Falls Inn, and received numerous guests with whom they enjoyed spending 
leisure time. One such guest was Al Didrich, a prize fighter from New York. Sam, a former 
boxer himself, helped Al with his training during his stay. They soon discovered, however, 
that "Al was always afraid of everything in the woods, from a bear to a little moth, so he 
always wanted to stay in a room at the house" instead of in the guest cabins, as there was less 
chance of a miller being in the house. 207 Al preferred to take his training runs in the cool 
evenings, and as he was so afraid of the woods, Sam had to accompany him on his runs. 
Thinking that running through the woods after dark was not the wisest thing to do, Sam 
plotted to convince Al that afternoon jogs would be preferable. On their walk back to the 
camp, Sam threw a rock into the woods, and when Al asked about the noise, Sam replied that 
it was probably a bear. Al announced to Ida that evening that he would be training in the 
afternoons from then on. 208 
But even an experienced woodsman like Sam could sometimes be afraid in the forest. 
On one occasion, in the autumn of the year when she and Sam had started building their 
sporting resort, Sam needed supplies from a nearby camp. Taking only his hammer with him, 
Sam set out and soon realized something was following him. He turned to find a bull moose 
walking in his trail. Sam made numerous attempts to scare off the moose which only moved 
successively closer to him, bristling the hair on its back in affront. Finally finding his 
opportunity after parrying with the moose for some time, Sam ran for the camp and arrived 
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safely. The moose still watched him from the same location, but Sam secured his supplies 
and returned home via a cut through the woods instead of the road where the moose still 
stood. Ida noted that "he arrived home without any further trouble, but he was still pale, and 
now he never says there is nothing in the woods to be afraid of "209 
Though she might have been somewhat afraid of the woods at times, Ida clearly 
possessed an inner strength that could be summoned when necessity called. Before the Allens 
started their fishing resort, they farmed on Ida's family's land with her parents and some of 
her siblings. One afternoon as Ida sat with her parents in their house, Ida's sister Dolly yelled 
out that Ida and Sam's house was on fire. Ida rushed to the door to see her kitchen engulfed 
in flames. She quickly ran to the house, remembering the horse tethered in the stable that was 
built onto the kitchen. As she ran past the kitchen, Ida saw one of her cats sitting on the sill 
next to the window. She smashed her fist through the window, breaking the glass, and 
grabbed the cat. Racing to the stable, Ida could see nothing save smoke and had to feel her 
way through to find the frantic horse and halter rope. The horse reared in fright, but Ida 
managed to unlatch the rope and rush outside with the horse. Breaking through another 
window, Ida made one last effort to enter the house and retrieve a box containing their 
important papers, which she managed to do before falling back outside through the window 
into her parents' arms. 210 Ida's fears, then, could certainly be overcome in certain 
circumstances. 
Also like the Boundary Waters in Minnesota, the Maine woods had already by the 
close of the nineteenth century gained a reputation as a sporting paradise available not only 
to men but to women as well. One person stood largely responsible for the welcome into the 
woods extended to women: Cornelia "Fly Rod" Crosby. Fly Rod earned her appellation for 
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her particular skill at catching trout. Originally a bank clerk in Farmington, Maine, Fly Rod 
gradually phased herself out of this job and into journalism, then into guiding in the Rangeley 
Lakes area of northwest Maine. In 1897, the state of Maine established a law requiring 
guides to be licensed; not only was Fly Rod the first woman to receive a Maine Guide 
license, but she was the first individual in general. Through her outdoors articles and 
numerous publicity appearances, Fly Rod Crosby set the stage for women in the sporting life 
by inspiring women to enjoy the northwoods as well as helping to bring acceptance to their 
outdoor pursuits. 211 
One woman who took up the outdoors challenge was Mainer Carrie Stevens. She 
received her introduction to the world of fishing when she moved to Upper Richardson Lake 
in the first decade of the twentieth century with her husband, Wallace, who guided. Naturally 
she met many of his clients. At the prompting of one client, Connecticut State Senator Shang 
Wheeler, Carrie tried her hand at tying her own fly. Soon after creating her first fly on July 1, 
1924, she gained instant fame when she caught a six-pound, thirteen-ounce brook trout that 
earned her second place in the 1924 Field and Stream fishing contest. With the deft touch 
once employed as a milliner, Carrie Stevens began fashioning flies to satisfy the flood of 
orders she received as a result of the Field and Stream publicity. With a few modifications, 
her first and most famous fly became the "Gray Ghost;" this and subsequent creations 
became the first modern streamer flies. Stevens started her own business, Rangely' s Favorite 
Trout and Salmon Flies, which flourished for almost thirty years. 212 Although introduced to 
the outdoor world quite by accident, Carrie Stevens nevertheless embraced her new-found 
hobby and meanwhile created for herself a prosperous and enjoyable occupation. 
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Another Maine woman also became celebrated for her northwoods life, though her 
fame, like Helen Hoover's in the Boundary Waters, resulted from her writing. Louise 
Dickinson Rich had for thirty years resided in Boston and lived a very comfortable, urban 
life. Her introduction to the northwoods around 1934 occurred as a result of a friend's 
invitation to accompany her and a few other friends on a car, canoe, and camping trip in the 
Rangelely Lakes. As the group wandered through the pine forests, they happened upon a 
man, Ralph Rich, who recently quit his job in Chicago as a mechanical engineer, sold his 
town property, and purchased a former fishing camp called Forest Lodge. Ralph and Louise 
soon discovered their mutual interests, and although Louise returned to Boston to her home 
and job, by December she quit teaching and moved up to Forest Lodge to live with Ralph. 
Louise quickly took to life in the northwoods and soon forgot about the world beyond the 
forest's edge. 
Louise described her woods dwelling thus: "Here, between two ranges of mountains, 
the Boundary Mountains and the Blue Mountains, lies a high, wild valley, the basin that 
holds that Rangelely Lakes. The country is criss-crossed with ridges, dotted with swamps and 
logans, and covered with dense forest. There are very few people living here, and no roads 
down into what we call The Outside. There are a few narrow trails, but travel through the 
woods is so difficult, with the swamps and blowdowns and underbrush, that the lakes have 
remained what they were to the Indians, the main thoroughfare."213 Louise's reference to 
those locations beyond their northwoods dwelling as "Outside," designated with no 
uncertainty the spatial separation between the two areas. She valued immensely this division 
between the world in which she lived and operated and that "Outside" where she chose 
mostly not to go; Louise once stayed away from town for as long as four years. 214 
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Rich commented on one of the distinct advantages to living in such a remote area: 
"The clothing problem causes me very little concern. One of the reasons I like to live here is 
that I don't have to bother to try to be a snappy number. .. .in civilization I'd at least have to 
make the effort, in fairness to Ralph and Rufus (her husband and son). I couldn't humiliate 
them by putting them in the position of having to answer 'Who's that funny-looking 
woman?"'215 Stating that she never was much interested in clothing styles, Louise continued, 
"It's wonderful to sit up here in the woods and look at the pictures in the advertisements of 
the hats I don't have to wear."216 
The boundaries surrounding the woods reveal themselves through such statements. 
Rich felt the freedom to be herself as long as she remained in her forest home, yet when she 
ventured "Outside" she was keenly aware of the different expectations and practices in even 
a small, rural town: "I hadn't bought anything but woods clothes for five years. Woods 
clothes would have been all right, but even Upton (a small town nearby) has prejudices in 
favor of reasonable neatness and cleanliness."217 In addition to clothing, Louise also found 
freedom in the woods from continual housekeeping, explaining that, "Here I can be a rotten 
housekeeper, and it doesn't make much difference. After all, this is the woods."218 Not only 
does Rich indicate the varying expectations between forest and town, she also designates the 
woods as a space where residents are allowed to be their own people. 219 
Back in the Minnesota Boundary Waters, this division between woods and town also 
existed. Helen Hoover noted how "revealing" it was when "circumstances can change your 
interests. "220 When making out a clothing order, Helen marveled at how "I ordered a pair of 
boot pants, water-repellent with flannel lining, with the enthusiasm I formerly would have 
turned to the purchase of a Thai-silk dinner gown."221 Of the abundance of red clothes [the 
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traditional color for clothes in the woods during hunting season and winter] she ordered for 
both Ade and herself, Helen commented that she could not have worn such a shade at her 
former job in Chicago "without creating a sensation among the more conservative members 
of the managerial staff. "222 
Betty Skoog experienced as a teenager this border between rural and town. Betty 
started to work for Muriel and Mitch Lozowy in the Port Arthur-Fort William area taking 
care of their children. Whenever Betty went downtown, Muriel's mother insisted she dress 
up in high heeled shoes and a dress. Betty reflected that, "I never had to dress like that 
before. I thought I would rather have my little britches on, the way I dressed up there [ on 
Lake Saganagons] in my jeans, but here she always made me dress up nice ... .It taught me 
that to be in the outside world you had to look neat. "223 Betty also "learned very fast in the 
outside world" that she dared not trust anyone as she had done at home in the woods. "Where 
I came from," Betty exclaimed, "we had to trust people. "224 
Betty recalled once as a young girl at her home on Lake Saganagons playing with 
children who were visitors at a nearby cabin. Betty hardly ever wore shoes in the summer, 
and the children teased her about her bare feet. Feeling ostracized, Betty spoke with her 
grandmother who told her "I do not want to hear you ever complaining again about not 
having shoes. How many people can feel Mother Earth underneath their feet all day long like 
you can?"225 After this incident Betty always considered her good fortunes, but dealing with 
the outside world could be especially difficult for someone like her who, as an Ojibwe 
woman, confronted cultural rifts beyond the woods' safe confines. Yet all the northwoods 
inhabitants, regardless of ethnicity, perceived the spatial and cultural boundaries separating 
town and forest. 
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Even local spaces could vary tremendously, then. What may have been generally true 
for town women in the Boundary Waters did not necessarily represent rural residents' 
experiences. Not surprisingly, local newspapers often portrayed women in a very different 
light than how many rural inhabitants actually lived. Articles showcasing the latest dress 
styles, for instance, only served to mark the spatial and cultural distance between town 
women and backwoods women, who usually wore men's trousers, hunting shirts, and long 
johns during winter. When Ruby Nelson arrived at Clearwater Lodge in 1925 to start her new 
job as a waitress, for instance, she was promptly informed by proprietress Petra Boostrom-
sporting stagged wool trousers (trousers with the hems cut off with an axe )-that dresses did 
not constitute practical attire since waitressing often included ditch digging, roofing, and 
other assorted outdoor jobs.226 Though a 1930s Ely Miner article pontificated on the doubtful 
suitability of the "fair sex" for jobs in a "man's world," Boundary Waters women chopped 
wood, built cabins, hauled water, and guided anglers. 227 And while a women's facial cream 
advertisement in the Ely Miner in 1936 boasted that "New Beauty Thrills Husband," some 
northwoods women were teaching their spouses how to fish, hunt, and trap to survive. 228 
As was true with gender boundaries, the spatial border with the "Outside" was 
permeable as well, however, and societal mores managed to seep into the Boundary Waters 
when others imported their cultural expectations along with them. Such was the case physical 
education instructor Ruth Schellberg encountered. Though not a permanent resident of the 
Boundary Waters, her experience in the early 1940s in the Boundary Waters suggests, with 
irony, the prevailing attitude toward women exploring the wilderness without the "able" aid 
of male guides. Schellberg taught at Macalester College in St. Paul and was contacted by Life 
magazine to travel with two female college students for an article on women canoeing in the 
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Boundary Waters. Schellberg would serve as chaperone for the eight-day wilderness trip 
since it would have been unacceptable for two young women to accompany the male 
photographer and guides. Despite a promising project, however, the women's thrill for 
adventure waned as they discovered that the article photos would be staged to feature the 
girls taking command of the trip. In reality, the male guides controlled the entire trip from the 
stem position of the canoes, selecting the group's path and relegating the women to domestic 
tasks such as inflating air mattresses, washing dishes, and portaging paddles and fishing rods. 
Life magazine portrayed the women as independent souls, yet clearly did not support this 
belief in practice. Complaining that "the males had all the fun," Schellberg determined that 
she would become a guide. The next summer she guided her first all-female trip. Only three 
young women accompanied her since the other students' mothers were unwilling to allow 
their daughters on a wilderness trip without the presence of a male guide. "Parties of girls in 
canoe country were rare," Schellberg observed.229 
Women were caught in a gendered double-bind. On the one hand, societal dictates 
proscribed unmarried men and women from venturing into the wilderness without 
supervision. Former Chicago resident Dorothy Molter was caught by this logic when she 
went to work at Berglund's Resort on Knife Lake in 1934. Molter's move to the lodge 
created a commotion because owner Bill Berglund, though old enough to be Dorothy's 
father, was a single man and the resort's only other full-time resident. Dorothy's family, 
along with townspeople in nearby Ely and Winton, strongly disapproved of her moving in 
with a bachelor.230 On the other hand, it was equally unacceptable for young women to travel 
in the northwoods without the "expert and able" assistance of a male guide. Ruth Shellberg 
and her students defied these mores and discovered that they were "adequate in the 
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wilderness. "231 Dorothy too ignored the rumors and proved her mettle by living-alone--the 
remainder of her life in the Boundary Waters. 
Yet elsewhere, despite the long history of women's outdoor pursuits, old stereotypes 
of their ineptitude in the wilderness still clung on with exasperating tenacity. As late as 1964, 
women still found themselves in the position of defending their enthusiasm for-and right to 
be in-the outdoors. As the following examples illustrate, women across the nation 
continued to suffer some men's prejudices. Although not confined to northern Minnesota, a 
sampling of women responding to a 1964 Field and Stream article, "Put That Rifle Down, 
Babe," on female hunters demonstrates their frustration, while also representing the 
illimitable spectrum of women's attitudes and personalities. Apparently the preceding article 
to which the had women replied made disparaging remarks concerning women's habits and 
abilities while on hunting trips. Consider the following myriad responses: 
These letters manifest-in addition to the need to dispel lingering stereotypes-
women's varying characters and approaches; some enjoyed a sense of "femininity" and felt 
the need to defend it: "Can you blame a woman for wanting to look like a woman," 
questioned Marsha Harken of Bradford, Pennsylvania, "even in the woods? Have you ever 
had a man (a complete stranger) come up to you and slap you on the back and say, "Hi, 
Pete," or something worse?" Some women, like Mrs. Bob Edwards from Selma, Alabama, 
clearly found hunting distasteful, stating "Thank goodness my husband spends enough time 
with me so that I don't have to go on a deer hunt just to have fellowship." Yet other women 
enjoyed hunting and revealed a spirit of independence. "My 16-year-old daughter is fully as 
capable as her mother is in the field," exclaimed Mrs. J.E. H. of Chisholm, Minn., "and it is 
not a bit unusual for the two of us to take off alone for a day in the brush. "232 
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Lottie Eldridge of Ossipee, N. H., took pride in "showing up" men through her 
superior hunting skills "A babe will take a lightweight carbine with open sights and trim the 
pants off these guys with their cannons equipped with telescopic sights, sling straps, and 
what have you." And still others unquestionably expressed an aggressive, "winner-takes-all" 
attitude of competition, such as Iris Smale of Guntersville, Alabama: "I wish to offer Mr. 
Dietz [the author of the article] a challenge. I'll put my .30-30 against his any day, or I'll take 
him on with cream puffs at thirty paces." Mrs. Earl Barrett of Pardeeville, Wisconsin 
simultaneously declared her confidence and frustration: "Any time you want to go hunting in 
Wisconsin, it's on me. Come on out and I'll give you one hell-of-a-run for your game. You 
men bug me. "233 
One woman replied to what must have been a letter very similar in tone to the Dietz 
article: "I have read your magazine for years and have never seen a letter that made me so 
mad as Mr. Thomas R. Cofield's letter in the December issue. I have been hunting and 
fishing for 14 years. I may be one of the weaker sex, but I go out for deer and carry my own 
gun and am not afraid of it or the snow and storm, and my husband has not lost his hunting 
partner yet, as Mr. Cofield would have people think."234 
So while prevailing notions about gender were indeed powerful deterrents, they were 
not universal, as this study has shown. Both men and women within the Boundary Waters 
seemed to display a greater acceptance of strong, outdoors-loving women. Gunflint Lake 
resident and resort operator Peggy Heston felt that "the men were pleased to have [women's] 
help," whereas "women coming up from the cities thought we were a little strange. "235 In the 
northwoods, different assumptions about gender seemed to have emerged by the middle 
decades of the twentieth century. 
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Disparate cultural expectations in remote forested environments acted upon men as 
well as women. Not only did this occur in the regions already discussed here, but also in 
more distant lands as well. Numerous Boundary Waters residents had Scandinavian roots, 
and the region shared geographical similarities with the northern Scandinavian countries. 
One particular location-referred to as Norrland, the northern two-thirds of Sweden-shared 
not only ethnic ties with northern Minnesota, but also a comparable dense-forest remoteness 
and a logging industry that played the same central economic role. In this Swedish 
backwoods environment, contemporary gender roles were also subverted. Ella Johansson's 
ethnological studies in this region, focusing on lumberjacks and their work from 1850-1950, 
unveiled an unexpected "absence of a 'machismo' type of masculinity, as well as the strong, 
hard, silent manliness which constitutes a widespread stereotype of the typical 
lumberjack. "236 Rather, Johansson discovered a "gentleness" among the former 
lumberjacks. 237 Boys' development of masculinity emerged not as a contrast to femininity, as 
in the customary gender model where masculinity and femininity oppose one another, but 
"was rather connected to maturity-and thus skill .... "238 In Norrland, therefore, the isolated 
space and harsh living conditions created an environment in which people's work skills 
became paramount in their estimation of worth while the fact whether one was male or 
female receded in importance. 239 
Irv Benson from Lake Saganaga in the Boundary Waters echoed these sentiments 
refuting the stereotypical backwoodsman, stating that "Far too many media people stress that 
one has to be rough, tough, hard-bitten and totally cold-proof to live our life. Wrong. We're 
human just like everybody else .... "240 Though a transplant from Duluth, in 1948 Irv became 
a novice fishing guide at End-of-the-Trail Lodge, where he admired fellow guide Tempest 
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Powell's outdoors skills. The two married in 1951, but there would be no "settling in" to the 
log cabin they built together. Irv and Tempest both continued to guide during summers and 
run separate trap lines in winter. He claimed Tempest taught him almost everything he knew 
about living in the northwoods. Just as her mother Mary had done, so too did Tempest 
educate her European American husband in the ways of the wilderness. 241 
Other northwoods women noted some lumberjacks' relative lack of machismo. When 
she worked as bull cook at a lumber camp situated between Loon and Gunflint Lakes in the 
early 1940s, Dinna Madsen discovered the lumberjacks she met "were a bunch of really nice 
guys. "242 Louise Dickinson Rich encountered a similar attitude among a log the driving crew 
in Maine with whom she became acquainted. Despite their reputations as rowdy and macho 
backwoods ruffians, one log driver explained to Louise that "All us fellers is bashful. Lots of 
folks think we're tough, but we ain't. Any time you want to come up here or on the dam, you 
come right ahead. Nobody'll hurt you."243 Men's roles too, then, were clearly impacted by 
the northwoods space. 
Philosophy and religion scholar Mary Zeiss Stange perceptively captured boundaries' 
character when she stated: "Intrinsic to the idea of boundaries is their permeability; in effect, 
they exist to be crossed over." Zeiss Stange explained that the ideal times for hunting are the 
"boundaries" of the day, dawn and dusk, and the most productive areas to hunt are those 
edges where two habitat types converge. Of this boundary Zeiss Stange suggested that "in its 
workings, the world is far more complex and subtle than the intellect's too-ready distinctions 
make it: wild/tame, animal/human, nature/culture, female/male." 244 Life in the Boundary 
Waters reflected this ambiguous margin where traditional perceptions of masculinity and 
femininity, public and private, and nature and culture washed into one another. 
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The Boundary Waters' spatial characteristics simultaneously necessitated adaptation 
and sanctioned greater gender flexibility. "Living in a remote area," Betty Skoog claimed, 
"demands another set of rules. "245 This alternative philosophy was reflected in not only 
women's expanded roles through their outdoor activities, but also in men's actions and 
attitudes as well. The Minnesota northwoods therefore represented a space where women's 
skills in the outdoors-a sometimes hostile and challenging environment-perhaps carried 
far greater weight than her domestic or social abilities. Due in part to their remoteness, these 
spaces offered alternative gender role expectations. In addition to ethnicity, therefore, 
geography constitutes another critical contingency in gendered studies of rural women, as 
constructions of gender often vary over space as well as time.246 Factoring space into 
gendered historical analyses serves not, as geographer Doreen Massey explained, "merely to 
revel once again in the fact of geographical variation," but more importantly to emphasize an 
anti-essentialist theory that refutes inherent characteristics of men and women. 247 
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CHAPTER FOUR: COMMUNITY IN THE NORTHWOODS 
Isolation was a fact of life in the Boundary Waters. Yet in spite of the individualism 
expressed by the Boundary Waters residents and the freedom with which they defined their 
own lives largely regardless of strict gender roles, they nevertheless came together to form 
close bonds of community within this remote area. Self-sufficient as they were, neighbors 
needed one another. Whether responding to emergencies, helping with projects benefiting the 
entire community, or merely assisting in the execution of daily tasks, northwoods neighbors 
knew survival required cooperation. In addition to spanning the spatial distances that 
separated them, Boundary Waters residents also paid no heed to ethnic or cultural boundaries 
that in other locations often prevented interaction. Their lives involved a continual overlap of 
the individual and the community which mirrors their intermingling of masculine and 
feminine gender roles. 
The residents of the Minnesota northwoods often lived miles from their nearest 
neighbors, separated by dense pine forests and sometimes-expansive lakes. Many outsiders 
wondered if this isolation created loneliness and fright, especially for the women. 
(Interestingly, Peggy Heston said guests asked her this quite frequently, though she didn't 
recall any ever asking her husband, Myrl, the same.) Almost unanimously, the response was 
an emphatic "no." For Ellen Hanson, whose husband, Bill, served as superintendent of 
Superior National Forest for Minnesota Game and Fish from the 1920s to the 1950s, 
adaptations in attitudes and expectations were necessary. When asked whether she suffered 
loneliness since her husband was away much of the time, Ellen replied, "We [the women 
married to game wardens] learned never to live like the rest of the people. We could never 
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depend on having our husbands at home. "248 She also adapted her own work schedule, 
regardless of what others might think, to be free when Bill was home: "I'd do my washing, 
housecleaning, cooking, even on a Sunday, which was, of course to most people a sin."249 
Peggy Heston said people asked her if she was afraid to be alone ( for a little over a 
year after they first started their resort, Myrl continued to work in Chicago while Peggy 
operated the resort). She replied that there was "nothing to be afraid of," and she didn't even 
lock her doors. She found "no time to be lonesome," as the resort kept her busy and she 
always enjoyed keeping an eye on the natural activities in the woods.250 Loneliness was also 
a foreign concept to Justine Kerfoot, who, like Peggy, kept far too busy to notice. Instead of 
feeling afraid in the woods, Justine felt at home, bonded through some sort of connection to 
the life in the forest. 251 The most blatant case of outsiders assuming year-round residents 
must suffer loneliness involved Dorothy Molter. Numerous newspaper and magazine articles 
from the 1940s, 50s, and 60s featuring Dorothy's unique lifestyle on a isolated island in 
Knife Lake focused on her supposed loneliness, one article even bowing to hyperbole by 
dubbing her "the loneliest woman in America. "252 Dorothy indeed lived in a remote location 
on Knife Lake, yet loneliness was the furthest thought from her mind. During the summer 
months when swarms of people canoed the Boundary Waters, Dorothy's reputation for her 
nursing skills and homemade root beer guaranteed visitors to her Isle of Pines-often 150 to 
200 per day. 253 She warmly welcomed the travelers and guests, yet felt more relaxed once the 
autumn leaves began to fade and drift away in the crisp early winter air. At least one 
Boundary Waters man did get asked the question of whether he ever became lonely, to which 
he replied with a perplexed expression, "Lonely? Lonely for what?"254 
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Some northwoods dwellers, like Justine Kerfoot and Dorothy Molter, were not only 
separated from neighbors by the solitude of the forest, but were also separated, technically at 
least, from their Ojibwe neighbors by the boundaries of culture. Yet neither boundary-
spatial nor cultural-effectively prevented the people of the northwoods from interacting on 
levels often far more intimate than mere formality. When Dorothy Molter moved to Knife 
Lake, for example, the Ojibwe families of Prairie Portage on Basswood Lake generously 
assisted her in learning the northwoods way of life. The Chosa family showed her how to 
cook wild rice, how to identify and find wild berries, and other useful woods skills. 255 
Dorothy returned their kindness in many ways, not the least of which included offering 
medical help. Once in the winter of 1951, Dorothy snowshoed five hours to Leo Chosa's 
cabin to treat his sprained back and broken wrist.256 
Justine Kerfoot also received strong support from her Native American neighbors, 
especially when she first moved to the Boundary Waters. Butchie Plummer taught Justine 
how to trap. Walter Plummer (Butchie's brother) showed her how to "recanvas a canoe, how 
to steam and bend new ribs, and how to make planking," in addition to teaching her how to 
interact with her Indian neighbors. 257 Walter and Butchie's mother, Netowance, instructed 
Justine in lacing snowshoes. 258 Justine commented that their Ojibwe neighbors "became part 
of our lives, for they shared unstintingly with us their knowledge of the woods. They taught 
us not only wood lore, but also the art of taking care of ourselves under adverse conditions, 
which is basic to survival in the forest. "259 The Indians also shared some of their rituals with 
the Kerfoots. Justine recalled numerous evenings when their native neighbors canoed across 
the lake to Gunflint Lodge and performed dances on the dock. They invited Justine to join 
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them. Eddie Burnside sang and drummed, and occasionally some of the men held a war 
dance.260 
In return for their generous assistance and kindliness, the Kerfoots extended 
friendship to their Ojibwe neighbors just as they might to any other residents. The different 
cultural backgrounds did provide some interesting means of socializing together, however. In 
March of 1938, for example, the Kerfoots held a birthday party for Butchie Plummer, which 
was her first such celebration as her people did not precisely mark daily events but rather 
used general references such as "the spring of the big snow" or other similar description. 
Guessing Butchie roughly at the age of twenty-eight years, the Kerfoots invited all the area 
Ojibwe and other locals to Gunflint Lodge to help celebrate. Lodge guests from around the 
country sent cards and even gifts to Butchie. After the big event, she repeatedly asked Justine 
to read her approximately fifty birthday cards to her [Butchie could not read English, though 
Justine later taught her some basics].261 The Ojibwe also did not celebrate Christmas, but this 
fact did not dissuade Justine's mother from inviting them to the Lodge for Christmas dinners. 
The meal completed, the group cleared the table and played stud poker, "the one game 
everyone knew. "262 A few of the older Indians did not speak English, such as Mary Cook and 
Netowance Plummer, but they entered the Lodge nonetheless with broad smiles on their 
faces. Justine remembered fondly, "The Indians laughed and joked. I enjoyed hearing them 
speak. The Chippewa [ another name for Ojibwe] language flows quietly and smoothly like 
water gliding over a smooth submerged rock. "263 
The lack of common language, therefore, failed to hinder residents from forming 
close bonds. Ellen Hanson of Winton discovered this in 1927 when she married Bill Hanson 
and spent the summer on Isle Royale where John Linklater and his wife, Tchi-ki-wis (Spirit 
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Woman), were staying. One afternoon, Bill and John left to tend to some fishing nets, so 
Ellen went to visit Tch-ki-wis. Though Tchi-ki-wis spoke no English, she and Ellen enjoyed 
a "memorable afternoon" spent having tea, sewing, and watching ducks and two moose in the 
bay. Ellen commented that "we really never needed words and I knew why John named her 
his spirit woman. She was so sensitive and delicate in her ways." After Ellen gave birth to 
her first child, Tchi-ki-wis visited her, smiling at the baby and measuring with her thumb the 
newbom's foot. Not long after this visit, Tchi-ki-wis returned with a pair of beaded 
moccasins for the baby." Ellen never lost her feeling of close friendship with Tchi-ki-wis 
even after the two no longer lived near one another.264 
Benny Ambrose also enjoyed the respect and friendship of his Ojibwe neighbors after 
moving to the Gunflint Trail area in the early 1920s. Just as others had done for Justine 
Kerfoot and Dorothy Molter, Ambrose's Ojibwe neighbors on Saganaga and Gunflint Lakes 
"taught him their skills of hunting, fishing, canoeing, fur trapping, snowshoeing, and 
surviving .... "265 Benny helped them in whatever way he could.266 Regardless of the great 
intervening distances, northwoods residents formed a close-knit community characterized by 
mutual assistance as a response to either individual or common need and emergencies. The 
spatial and cultural boundaries set before them proved just as permeable as those of gender. 
Numerous examples reveal the consequential interactions of all these northwoods 
neighbors, whether Native American or European American. In 1950, for example, Dinna 
Madsen wished to attend the funeral of a family member outside the Boundary Waters. She 
could not, however, as she didn't have enough money. Charlotte Powell snowshoed almost 
six miles from her home further down Saganaga Lake to give Dinna her last ten dollars. 267 
Much earlier, in the summer of 1936, hot, dry conditions conspired to tum the forests 
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surrounding the Gunflint Trail into potential kindling. Forest fires ignited at Frost Lake and 
in the Quetico, and threatened to spread via pieces of flaming bark borne upon swift drafts. 
Though not immediately imperiled by the nearby fires, Justine Kerfoot and her neighbor, Ray 
Merry, agreed that they would combine their boat fleets to be used for the protection of both 
the Merry family and the Gunflint Lodge guests. 268 
The Kerfoots avoided the forest fires of 1936, but they suffered a fire in the main 
lodge in June, 1936. A guest apparently fell asleep with a burning cigarette in his hand and 
started the blaze that would claim his life and the entire lodge. Before long, "loyal neighbors 
immediately brought dishes, pots and pans, silver, and china in whatever quantities they 
could spare." Neighbor Pearl Brown inconspicuously slipped a check for one thousand 
dollars into Justine's hand as a loan to rebuild the lodge. And Charlie Boostrom agreed to 
start building the new foundation-the next morning. 269 Justine commented that "neighbors, 
summer residents, and guests would stop to visit, saw a board, pound a nail, or give hours or 
days of their time and energy. In reality, building the lodge became a community affair." 270 
Justine discovered, as many northwoods residents had, that in an emergency, neighbors were 
close at hand and eager to help. 
Not all the Boundary Waters neighbors' interaction involved reacting to emergencies 
however; some efforts went toward projects that benefited the entire community. One such 
effort, the purchase and maintenance of the existing telephone line, was supported by the 
resorts along the Gunflint Trail that came together to form the Gunflint Trail Telephone 
Associates. This project brought to residents the necessary and much-appreciated ability to 
communicate with the world beyond the woods. Though the State of Minnesota established a 
telephone line in the 1920s and the Trail resorts were connected to this line, its main purpose 
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was to serve the area fire towers; when the fire towers converted to radios, the state did not 
care to continue service. 
Trail resort owners therefore formed the association and purchased the telephone line. 
This line, connected at Grand Marais to Bell Telephone and used until the mid- l 940s, "was 
as frail as a gossamer thread," and required constant watchfulness to locate problems. 
Everyone along the Trail was responsible for their assigned section of the line. Repairs were 
common. Yet even in good repair, the line often posed difficulties for Trail residents when 
trying to make a connection. Cooperation proved essential. If Justine Kerfoot could not reach 
the operator in Grand Marais, she phoned Petra Boostrom who lived about half-way to town. 
Despite being a very busy person, Petra "always helped relay [residents'] rings with gracious 
good humor." Petra cranked her phone while Justine continued to do the same. Should their 
efforts still fail, Petra contacted Gapens at Hungry Jack Lake and they cranked too. The 
telephone line did not reach beyond Gunflint Lake, however, so those residents gained 
contact with the outside world through a connection with Justine at Gunflint Lodge. This so-
called Bush Line operated via an informal system of messages for the three resort proprietors 
and seven summer-home owners who would otherwise be without speedy 
communications. 271 
In addition to the telephone, Boundary Waters residents needed access to postal 
service. In the more remote areas of the Boundary Waters, collecting one's mail could easily 
mean not a short, daily walk down a lane to the mailbox, but rather an irregularly occurring 
six-mile canoe ride interrupted with portages. Although twenty miles from Crane Lake (the 
nearest town) herself, Betty Lessard nevertheless helped some of the older woods residents in 
the 1940s by picking up their mail three times a week by either canoe or dogsled. 272 Betty 
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used her dogsled for more than just picking up mail, however; she saved neighbors with it. 
She made local headlines a few times in the 1940s with her German Shepherd team that she 
used to rescue backwoods people in need of medical assistance. 273 She once took a neighbor, 
J. H. Lockhart, into Crane Lake on the dogsled after he had sprained his ankle in the woods. 
He kept a fire burning for two days to avoid freezing to death until he was able to continue to 
Betty's father's cabin the third day. Hands and face frostbitten, the injured foot frozen, 
Lockhart nevertheless recovered and credited Betty "with saving not only his foot, but his 
life. " 274 Betty also regularly mushed her dogs into Crane Lake to pick up supplies. During a 
typical winter, Betty and the dogs traveled to town three times per week, accumulating an 
approximate twenty-five hundred miles; one trip added up to over forty miles. 275 
A group of Boundary Waters residents, dubbed Dorothy's Angels, not only helped 
deliver Dorothy Molter's mail to her, but also delivered groceries and supplies, made repairs, 
and assisted with the ice harvest. Bernie Carlson from Moose Lake delivered and picked up 
Dorothy's mail in the summer, made rental arrangements for her resort cabins, and handled 
her banking and bills. Dorothy purchased her groceries in Ely and carried what she could in a 
few Duluth Packs back to Isle of Pines; Bernie or another Angel later brought up whatever 
remained. Chuck Carey provided appliance repair, pilots Bill Leithol, Hoot Hautala, and 
Chick Beel flew in supplies and the occasional Sunday paper, and John Rosett, Bob Cary, 
"Jake" Jacobsen, and Hollis LaTourell, in addition to many others, all helped with whatever 
tasks they could to make Dorothy's life on Knife Lake run smoothly. 276 One such job was the 
annual ice harvest. Since she was alone, Dorothy frequently received help with putting up 
ice. In the winter of 1957-58, numerous friends journeyed to Knife Lake to cut and haul ice 
blocks. Since her "angels" could only stay for a couple of days before having to return to 
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town, Dorothy continued the job herself. After a few days and many hours of hard work 
alone, two friends reappeared, much to Dorothy's joy: "They were more welcome than the 
flowers in May, and I gladly let them finish the job."277 
Other northwoods neighbors also helped one another with delivering supplies and 
putting up ice. Before the days of electricity, and much later for those in extremely remote 
locations where electrification was impossible, Boundary Waters residents harvested ice 
from the lakes in midwinter to keep over summer in icehouses. Considering the 
monumentality of the job, many neighbors joined efforts to help everyone complete the task. 
The icehouses varied in dimensions, but typically used double walls six to eight feet high 
filled with either sawdust or sphagnum moss as insulation. "The ideal time for ice harvest," 
according to Justine Kerfoot, was when the ice's depth reached approximately twenty inches. 
As the Kerfoots began the ice harvest, their Ojibwe neighbors "would start snowshoeing 
across the lake to help us. They gave us a hand each day, as a friendly gesture, until the job 
was done. "278 Justine explained that the ice harvest "was a round-robin effort of neighbors." 
She and Bill often received the help of trapper John Clark, who lived across Gunflint Lake, 
and they in tum assisted him with his ice harvest. Bill and Justine also helped another 
neighbor on the lake. 279 
In addition to ice harvesting, neighbors also helped each other by picking up and 
delivering supplies. Peggy Heston greatly appreciated her neighbors getting supplies for her 
in Grand Marais and delivering them to her Gunflint Lake resort. 280 Within their own 
"neighborhoods," Boundary Waters residents notified one another if they planned a trip into 
Grand Marais; Dinna Madsen explained that everyone submitted their lists and thereby 
received the supplies without having to travel to town individually.281 Neighbors kept one 
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another supplied with fresh meat when someone possessed an overabundance of venison, 
moose meat, or fish. Florence Jaques noted one day in early November during her Gunflint 
Lodge visit that for supper they had "whitefish and trout, sent over by Butchie' s mother. "282 
Although Dorothy Molter needed no help in hunting deer, two of her "angels" nevertheless 
shot a deer for her in the winter of 1957.283 
Northwoods residents were individuals living their own lives, yet they could not be 
described as isolationists. True, perhaps they did not see one another on a regular basis, yet 
they came together when prompted by either necessity or inclination. Socializing occured 
despite everyone's long working hours and the distances between some neighbors. Alice 
Brandt, for example, disregarded the six-mile walk to Loon Lake to visit her friend, Clara 
Dewar.284 One New Year's Eve in the early 1940s, the frigid air and snow could not damper 
the high spirits of the Kerfoots and their guests, Lee and Florence J agues, and the group 
decided to share their celebration with Benny and Val Ambrose who lived across the lake on 
the Canadian side. Bundling up against the chill evening to drive the car across frozen 
Gunflint Lake, they were "out on the international boundary, making an attack on Canada, 
firing pistols, jingling dog-sled bells, clashing tin cups for cymbals, with a hundred feet of 
water and sixteen inches of ice under our wheels. "285 The necessity to survive and make a 
living, combined with their mutual appreciation and understanding for the northwoods, 
created common ground which brought the people of the Boundary Waters together with 
strong ties that might otherwise have been tenuous given their surroundings and largely self-
sufficient lifestyles. 
Despite their apparent level of self-sufficiency, however, many residents admitted 
they could not have survived had they not enjoyed a network of neighbors. Bill Kerfoot 
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informed the Jaques that "good neighbors are more important here than in most places; in 
winter it can even be a question of survival."286 Helen and Adrian Hoover quickly discovered 
the truth in Kerfoot' s statement. When they bought property on Gunflint Lake in 1954 after 
living in Chicago, they knew very little about northwoods life. Without the assistance of their 
neighbors, their trying first year in the forest would likely have ended prematurely. Helen 
clearly recognized the vital support provided by neighbors, stating, "So much depended on 
their kindness ... They couldn't have done more to give us confidence."287 Adrian remarked 
that he and Helen were more independent from one another while they still lived in Chicago, 
but in the woods, "every move we make is tied up with some move the other makes, and 
often with what someone outside is doing. "288 The older woman who lent so much help to the 
Hoovers admitted that "We're not without our sour apples up here-but they don't spoil the 
rest of us, the way real apples do. It's the only way you can live-to help each other, I 
mean-when you're so far from everything." She then corrected herself and hinted at the 
deep satisfaction most residents derived from their forest home by saying, "I didn't mean that 
the way it sounds. We really aren't away from anything that counts."289 Art Madsen reflected 
back on his many years on the Trail, commenting that "we all work together up here. That's 
the way we survive."290 Dinna Madsen continued that she had been "so lucky with neighbors; 
ifl didn't have good neighbors, I couldn't make it up here."291 
Dinna herself was an excellent neighbor. When she worked for Justine at Gunflint 
Lodge in the winter of 1942, Dinna sometimes played rummy with an octogenarian resident 
on the lake, Charlie Olson. One day in January, Dinna noticed the absence of tracks in the 
snow around Charlie's cabin-"not a good sign in the woods." When she went inside, she 
discovered no fire had been made for some time, and Charlie lay ill with pneumonia. After 
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starting a fire in the woodstove and preparing hot coffee and soup for him, Dinna trekked 
back to Gunflint Lodge to call the doctor. Justine harnessed up the dog team to take the 
doctor to Charlie. Afterwards, Dinna stayed for a week with Charlie while he slowly returned 
to health. 292 
Later, in 1946, Dinna took care of Val and Benny Ambrose's six-year-old daughter, 
Bonnie, while their second daughter was born in Duluth. Her baby-sitting was no simple 
matter of an overnight visit, however. Dinna stayed from January through March in the 
Ambrose's less-than-cozy 8' x 10' tent on Ottertrack Lake. Snow often seeped in the roof 
and the temperature became so cold inside that when Dinna made bread, it baked on one side 
and froze on the other The tent rapidly leaked heat, so the wood-burning stove needed 
stoking frequently. This meant, of course, a steady supply of firewood. Each frigid morning, 
Dinna and Bonnie quickly arose and lit out into the forest to chop wood and drag it back to 
the tent. After they exhausted their food supply, Bonnie showed Dinna the spot in the lake 
where a gunny sack filled with canned goods lie tethered beneath the ice. In such manner, 
northwoods residents kept their food from freezing in the winter, as the water below the ice 
stayed above freezing. Not only did Boundary Waters neighbors go out of their way to help 
one another, they often risked their lives as well. 293 
Neither solely independent nor entirely dependent, Boundary Waters inhabitants 
resembled a stand of birches-separate trees interconnected at their roots to form a 
community of individual beings. The same was true for their experiences and personalities-
some similarities, numerous differences, yet this fact did not prevent them from forming true 
friendships and a strong sense of community. The women, for instance, shared many 
experiences and circumstances-certainly the majority of the Boundary Waters women 
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shared a comparable economic status (if not prior to living in the northwoods then definitely 
upon relocating there), common daily and seasonal tasks, and the common experience of 
marriage and motherhood. These elements forged common bonds between the northwoods 
women. Concomitantly, these women also exhibited vast differences in preference, character, 
attitude, outlook, and lifestyle among themselves that created a range of personalities. Their 
lives manifest what philosophy and ethics professor Allison Jaggar calls, "a vision at once of 
community and of individuality, a vision of people who are connected primarily neither by 
rational self-interest nor by shared oppression but who instead are united simultaneously by a 
sense of common humanity and caring for specific individuals."294 
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CONCLUSION 
"It is time to welcome the hunter-woman back into the community of discourse; she 
has been waiting, like the wolf. .. outside [its] boundaries for far too long now. She obviously 
deserves a place at the table, and she comes bearing good food for thought." 
--Mary Zeiss Stange, Woman the Hunter 
The preceding examples demonstrate Boundary Waters women's continual 
negotiation of traditionally defined gender roles. While conventional notions of masculinity 
and femininity derived from the late nineteenth century may have seemed unambiguous in 
theory, in reality they were, and continue to be, far more shadowy, constricting, and slippery. 
Through their active participation in outdoor work and their expansion of the domestic 
sphere, Boundary Waters women regularly defied the gender norms of their day. Rather than 
requiring men to protect them in their interactions with the outdoors, these women proved 
themselves as partners in a relatively egalitarian community. Most women did continue to 
carry out typical domestic chores, yet they frequently adapted them as a result of their 
outdoor lifestyles. Northwoods women also made adaptations because of the attitudes they 
either already possessed or adopted toward traditional women's chores due to the impact of 
their environment. Men too engaged in some of these tasks and sometimes displayed 
characteristics more commonly associated with women. Gender role flexibility thrived in the 
northwoods. 
These elements all underscore the inaccuracy of the polarity model of gender. As Ella 
Johansson discovered in her study of northern Sweden, "perhaps the polarity model should 
be questioned for it might exclude other more useful perspectives. "295 Insufficient in relaying 
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meaningful information about how individuals interact with their surroundings and with 
others, these categories generally fail to offer satisfactory analysis or explanation. We 
therefore need to progress beyond such dualisms as masculinity/femininity and move toward 
alternative gender paradigms that offer the hope for more realistic and descriptive discourse. 
Feminist historians, theorists, and philosophers have enumerated the dangers of 
essential ism ( the claim that all women or men share essential qualities to the exclusion of the 
other sex) and posited plausible alternative paradigms. 296 These potential resolutions to the 
equality-difference debate propose a middle ground between purely postmodern 
deconstructionist ideas (stating that no mutual qualities can be discerned as everyone's life 
experiences are different) and the more traditional routes propounding women's shared 
experiences. Historian Joan Wallach Scott proposed a two-fold approach toward 
reconciliation. First, we must carefully examine binary differences, note how they create 
imbalances of power, and issue "a refusal of their ultimate 'truth."' Second, this refusal 
should be founded not "in the name of an equality that implies sameness or identity" but 
rather based on "an equality that rests on differences."297 
Through such a strategy, we can recognize women's collective knowledge and 
experience while accounting for individual differences and preference. Women experienced 
numerous commonalities and derived their identities in part from the contemporary social 
norms defining gender, yet they also generated their own unique identities beyond the 
domain of dualistic notions of femininity and masculinity. Women-men as well-have 
always displayed a wide range of personalities, interests, and attitudes. Understanding this 
reality through historical analysis brings far more texture to women's lives than has often 
been conveyed. 
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Although women's outdoor duties in the northwoods often reflected the necessities of 
physical or financial survival, this did not detract from the genuine satisfaction they 
frequently derived from their lifestyle. Dinna Madsen argued that she would live her life all 
over again because "I was living, not existing. "298 Peggy Heston sometimes wondered how 
she adjusted so easily to life on the Gunflint Trail after leaving Chicago, explaining it must 
have been "because I enjoyed it so much."299 Boundary Waters women's acceptance of 
traditionally masculine activities constitutes further evidence of how the binary construction 
of masculinity and femininity under certain conditions was complicated, muddied, and 
precarious. This situation does not suggest that gender is irrelevant in historical analyses. 
Rather, conceptualizing gender roles as a continuum when appropriate might offer a more 
serviceable paradigm. Instead of being confined to rigidly defined borders or spheres, 
Boundary Waters women navigated across a spectrum of identities and activities. Sometimes 
shooting the rapids, sometimes portaging around, they maneuvered through the unique 
circumstances of their lives to bring definition to themselves and to the space around them. 
This blurring of boundaries-like a reflection on water that marries something real with 
something only mirrored to create something between the two-occurred not only in terms of 
gender, but also in terms of space as well. 
Just as the masculinity/femininity dichotomy falls short of explaining the true identity 
of the Boundary Waters people, so too does their community interactivity defy simplistic 
"either-or" characterization. Their lifestyles were necessarily ones of hard work, isolation, 
and self-sufficiency. Yet they also relied heavily on one another-whether occasionally or 
frequently-for companionship, assistance, and survival. They were neither exclusively 
independent nor dependent, but rather both. As illustrated throughout this study of the 
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Boundary Waters and similar regions, atomistic viewpoints or explanations continually broke 
down on a number of levels: the individual, the sex group, the cultural group, the community, 
the region. These groups exhibited a conspicuous nonconformity to established 
categorizations, defying convenient borders and instead creating a fluidity of roles. 
Historians of rural women must remain alert to what Gretchen Kreuter aptly 
described as the "contrast[ s] between what society had said women are like, what women are 
capable or incapable of doing-and the realities of what women actually do."300 Most 
important in this study were women's abilities, adaptations, and contributions. They met the 
challenges of living in the Minnesota northwoods directly, through whatever methods 
deemed necessary. The key issue is not that they worked as men usually did; women have 
always been capable of these tasks. The purpose is not to cast women in the light of 
traditional male tasks-as feminist legal scholar Deborah Rhode states, "women ought not to 
have to seem just like men to gain equal respect, recognition, and economic security"-but 
rather to display the fact that men and women lived life on their own terms, regardless of 
contemporary gender norms. 301 What stands out as most crucial is the scope and variation of 
their activities and attitudes, as well as those of northwoods men. This scope reveals the 
complexity and richness of their lives. To make their living, northwoods residents often set 
aside traditional roles, whether through individual or cooperative efforts. 
This study points to the need for alternate gender paradigms, paradigms that allow for 
individuality within community, for the blurring of distinct masculine and feminine traits, for 
the contingencies of race, class, geography, and space. "The objective," according to Rhode, 
"is to dislodge difference as the exclusive focus of gender-related questions. As long as we 
formulate such questions only in terms of male-female comparison, we risk obscuring much 
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of the relationship we seek to understand. "302 Only by discussing the past with a more precise 
vocabulary are we able to better extract the intricacies of not only women's lives, but those 
of men as well. Deborah Rhode reminds us that we should strive for "a more integrated 
conceptual landscape, one that offers a richer sense of gender dynamics and human 
possibilities. "303 The present study extends the journey toward that landscape with the hope 
of prompting others to dive into the deep waters of rural women's history to reexamine the 
fascinating lives they led outdoors beyond the realm of agriculture and beyond the 
boundaries of contemporary gender roles. 
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